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ROBERT M. LOBER 
The Role of Lateral Diffusion in G-Protein-Coupled Receptor Signaling 
(Under the direction of NEVIN A. LAMBERT) 

In the· standard model of G-protein-coupled _receptor (GPCR) signaling, 

receptors and G-proteins are free to diffuse laterally within the plane of the. 

plasm~ membrane, and these mole·cules encounter each other by random 

collision. It is possible that formation of the receptor-G-protein (R-G) complex 

precedes receptor activation, although the dynamics of this process have been 

challenging to observe in live cell~. We ·have approached this problem by 

measuring the membrane diffusion and binding · reactions of receptors and G-

. proteins. We examined the functional consequences of immobilizing receptors, 

. G-proteins, and inwardly rectifying potassium (GIRK) channels at the cell surface 

by biotinylation and avidin crosslinking, and monitored intermolecular binding 

events reflected. by receptor-imposed constraints _on G-protein diffusion, · as 

measured by flu9rescence recovery after photobleaching. 

In whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings, we found ·that both mobile and 
-

immobile heterologous µ-opioid receptors (MOR) activated _endoQenous GIRK 

channels in cerebellar granule neurons with · kinetics · and agonist sensitivity 

resembling native synaptic responses. - In HEK 293 cells, immobile GIRK 

channels were activated by mu_ltiple populations of immobilized receptors and G

proteins. Immobilization of· MOR constrained the apparent mobility of freely 



diffusing flu~resce~t Gai10-family proteins, indicating measurable binding . 

reactions between the two protein types, but had no effect on the diffusion of 

unrelated membrane proteins or Gaq subunits. Transient binding reactions were 

highly specific, as determined by co~petition_ with unla_beled binding partners. R

G binding was disrupte_d by receptor agonist or GTPase-deficient G-protein 

· mutants; Neither receptor antagonists nor pertussis toxin· blocked basal R-G 

binding. Furthermore, the Ga subunit amino terminus (amino acids 1-31) was 

sufficient for mediating-R-G binding. 

Our. results provide evidence for t~e free diffusion _of receptors and _G

proteins, as well as a pre-signaling . binding-dissociation equilibrium between 

them that is altered upon activation. The frequency of collisions between 

· receptors and G-proteins does not limit the rate of signaling in neuron_s, but by 
. . 

diffusion receptors ·can · "swap" G-proteins that are not· stably associated with . . 

GIRK channels. A three-stage sequential fit model of R-G coupling is suggested. 

INDEX WORDS: G-Protein-Coupled-Receptor, lr:,wardly-Rectifying Potassium 
Channel, Collision Coupling, Lateral Diffusion. · · 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Statement of the· Problem 

Current models of G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling cascades 

often envision reactio~s resulting from random diffusional encounters of 

membrane components, known as "collision coupling"1
, assigning an important 

role to the observed fast lateral diffusion of GPCRs2
• 

3 and G-proteins4 to set . 

.reaction rates and amplify responses. However, there has been much debate 

over whether receptor activation5
• 

6
, the receptor-G-protein collision 1· 7-

10
, or G

protein activation 11
• 

12 is the ratE:-limiting step-in signal transduction. In addition, 

physiological. situations are · now predicted in which GPCRs would either have 

_ limited mobility13
• 

14 or exhibit confined diffusion within membrane domains 15
• 

16
. 

Evidence also exists _for the organization of large multimolecular signaling 

complexes 11
-
23

, which would have little dependence upon · diffusion. and 

amplification collisions for effector responses. 

1 
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B. Statement of Specific Aims 

We tested the hypothesis· that lateral diffu_sion is required for G-protein

coupled receptor signal transduction using a novel teGhnique of biotinylation and 

avidin crosslinking of the extracellular surface of live cells to dramatically reduce· 

the lateral diffusion of integral membrane proteins. We measured protein 

mobility using fluorescence recovery _sfter Qhotobleaching (FRAP) and measured 
. . 

G-protein activation With whole-ceil voltage clamp recordings of inwardly 

rectifying potassium (GIRK) channel activation. 

Our specific aims were: 

1 . . ·To ·test· the hypothesis that the sensitivity and kinetics of GPCR signal 

transduction are dependent upon the lateral diffusion of receptors and their 

. signaling components. 

2~ To test the hypoth~sis that receptors· and G-proteins form. stable complexes 

prior to activation. 
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C. Review of Literature 

The random diffusion of mole.cules in the plasma membrane arises from 

simple· Brownian motion due to thermal energy24
. Developments .in the ability to 

measure this motion have contributed significantly to· the current model of plasma 

membrane structure and dynamics, and. even today are the basis for its 

continuous evolution.· Before consid~ring the .details of these measurements and 

how they relate to cell signaling, included is a brief review of membrane 

investigations that provided the framework for interpreting protein diffusion in its 

current context. 

Classical plasma membrane structure and dynamics 

While early German microscopists speculated over why the gelatinous 

substance of the cell did not _dissipa_te into its surrounding fluid25
-
27

, · it was the 

electrophysiol_ogists who ev·entually initiated a serious· discussion of the plasma 

membrane. In 1902, Bernstein2
~ proposed_ the existence of a semipermeable. 

barrier in excitable cells that became "injuredll upon stimulation to reveal a pre- . 

existing electrical difference of potential across the barrier (i.e., action potential). 

Later, electr!cal capacitance n:,easurements indicated that if this· barrier were an 

oil, then it was likely to be about 33 A thick29
. 

Based c;Jn measurements of surface tension during the· following decades, 

it was suggested in 1935 by Danielli and Davson30 that this barrier was indeed a 
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thin film. of "lipoidal material," between. one and three molecules_ thick, and 

·sandwiched between two layers of adsorbe_d proteins .. Electron microscopists 

. subsequently reported -(although without accompanying figures) dense, 30 to 75 

A-wide lines at -cell borde_rs that could s·ometi.mes be resqlved into two· outer · 
' . ' . . . . . ' . . . : -' . . . . . ·. 

bands and one inner band, with variable reproducibility. The· lipid bilayer was 
' ' ' 

-convincingly demonstrated · in 1959, · when Stcieckenius31 presented beautiful 

electron micrographs of myelin figures; i_n. which parallel lines with a repeating 

period of 40 A were viewed as likely to be the reaction product of osmium 

tetroxide fixative with the fatty central portion of the membrane. 

By now, Bernstein's model of the friable membrane had been refined by 

the experiments of Cole and Curtis (1939_-1942)~2
-
34 and Hodgkin -and Huxley 

(1939-1945)35
• 

36
, who were successful in obtaining intracellular recordings of 

action potentials by placing microelectrodes into Loligo squid giant axons.· Their 

data were . consistent with a mo_del in which Bernstein's membrane remained 

intact, and instead acted as an electrical circuit capable of. altering 'its selectiv~ · 

permeability to certain ions37
' 
38

. 

In the 1960's it became evident ttiat t~e cell membrane served functional 

roles beyond that of a capacitor or an inert barrier to aqueous diffusion39
. The 

mechanisms responsible _ for these ion currents were susceptible to 

pharmacological regulation40
-4

2
, which· defined them as discrete pores or 

channels with · specific characteristics; and made them not unli~e other 

membrane receptors that initiated cellular responses to ligand binding38
. In some 
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. . . ·, ' 

cases, the adsorption of one or very few ligand molecules to_ the membrane could 

initiate · a .res.ponse that was .a.mplified · throughout the entire cell43
: 

44
. 

Col'.lsequently, there was some debate.as to whether the membrane was truly a 

simple, ·_ continuous lipid bilayer39
•. 

4548accurately represented by Stoeckenius' 

myelin31
, or possibly consisted_ of a lattice _ of . identical · repeating globular 

"protomer" units49
.:
54 that could carry out functions through cooperative 

-interactions. 

In electron microgtap~s, the membranes of some bacteria55
, 

mitochondria49
• 

56
, and ~hloroplasts51 appeared to _be _arrays of protein units 65 to 

140 A in thickness. The most striking_ and pertinent example was found in 

hepatocyte plasma membranes fixed at 37° C, which clearly demonstrated a 

hexagonal lattice of 85-A globular subunits with icosahedral symmetry53
. It was 

argued that this arrangement represented micellar structures that were present at 

physiological • temperatures, and that the classical lamella~ arrangement. was 

induced by lipid phase transitions below this temperature. 53
_ 

As this issue apparently became tiresome, · isolation of relatively pure 

plasma· membrane fractions57 indicated that, by weight, proteins were present in 

equal or greater amount than· lipids, which consisted of roughly 50% ?holesterol 

and 50% pol_ar molecules such as phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidyl

~thanolamine, p_hosphatidylserine, and sphingomyelin (with variation, depend_ing · · 

on cell type)58
. By this time (1960's), in~estigators were using infrared and 

fluorescence spectroscopy46
, optical rotatory dispersion45

• 
46

, c·ircular dichroism45• 
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· 
47

, and proton magnetic resonance47 techniques _to examine the dynamic 

conformations · of these molecules in situ. The hydrophobic interactions 

theoretically required to maintain · observed a-helical conformations of many 

membrane · proteins45
-4

7 while simultaneously allowing their apparent 

independence from surrounding lipid conformations45
• 

47
, appeared to tip the 

balance of popular membrane structure arguments in favor of the fluid-mosaic . 

model of Singer and Nicholson (1972)59
, which prevailed for several decades. In 

contrast to Danielli's and Davson's trilaminar arrangement of a lipid bilayer 

. sandwiched between two . monolaye~s of protein30
,. or a lattice of identical 

. . 

repeating "protomers" 49
-
5
_
3

, this model envisioned cell · membranes as a two-

dimensional solution of oriented globular proteins and lipids. 

Contribution of diffusion measurements to plasma membrane models 

A weaknes~ in ttie argument presented by Singer and Nicholson59 was 

that the correct interpretation of optical rotatory dispersion and circular dichroism 

spectra of membrane proteins had ~ot been firmly established58
, placing some of 

the tenets; on theoretical grounds. Evidence for lattices of repeating "protomers" 

49
-
53 was largely dismissed on the basis that global cellular responses to the 

membrane binding of single ligands occurred on. time scales that were probably 

too slow for the lipoprotein cooperativity model (For example, adsorption of a 

single colicine molecule onto a bacte_rial me_n,brane initiated a· reaction that killed 

the bacterium, but this occurred on the scale of minutes rather than seconds). 
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As a further deficiency, it did not account for contemporary experiments with 

Escherichia coli showing newly synthesized proteins preferentially associating 

with newly synthesized lipids60
, · which appeared to imp(?se an order . not 

consistent with the fluid-mosaic model. 

However, the model was suddenly· strengthened considerably by clear 

demonstrations of lateral diffusion of proteins in the membrane. In a classic 1970 

paper, Frye· and Edidin61 fused mouse cells with human cells using Send_ai virus, 

producing mosaic hybrid cells wi~h surface antigens· _of both types. From the 

_ speed in which the antigen markers became mixed on the surface, they 

concluded that the cell surface was not a rigid structure, but fluid enougt:, to allow 

free lateral diffusion of membrane proteins. By 45 minutes, antigens were 
. ' 

distributed almost completely over the cen surface, allowing a reasonable guess 

· for a diffusion coefficient at approximately 0.2 µm 2/s. These results were 

corroborated by similar redistributions of membrane particles observed at the 

electron . microscopic level, e.g., d·i~ruption of the ordered arrangement of 

rhodopsiri by_ nonspecific adsorption of albumin to the disk membr~ne62
, pH

dependent aggregation of partiqle_s on erythrocyte ghost membranes63
, and 

temperature_-dependent aggregation on TetrahymenE} membranes64
. 

' ' 

Qu~ntitative measurements of protein_· lateral diffusion were ~ttempted_ by 

the micropipette application of fluorescent antibody fragments to surface antigens 

on cult~red myotubes from rat embryos65
. The spot produced from _application of 

the fluorescent molecules was observed to enlarge with time, and the rate of 
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spread yielded a diffusion coefficient of 0.1-0.3 µm2/s for the unknown surface 

antigens. Although this technique yielded a fair approximation of the values, 

there were concerns that it would underestimate the true rates of diffusion, since 

at the edges of the patch the concentration of fl~orescent antibodies would be 

too low for detection66
. 

In a classic experiment that provided more precise qu~ntitation, Poo and 

Canel used high-speetj flash pholometry to bleach rhodopsin" pigments in the 
. ' 

disk membranes ofisolated frog and mudpuppy rod cells, and then measured the 

rate at which unbleached pigments were detected again in the bleach_ed spot. 

The diffusion coefficient of rhodopsin was calculated to be approximately 0.4 

µm2/s, consistent with the less reliable previous estimates of membrane protein 

diffusion coefficients. In light of electron micrographs demonstrating an average 

70-A separation between rhodopsin molecules62
, the calculated · collision 

. ( 

frequency between the molecules was in the range ·of 105 to 106 collisions per 

second. 

The immediate implication was the potential rapidity of diffusion-limited 

reactions between membrane molecules, resulting_ from the .fluid nature of the 

membrane. Since this -rate of diffusion could allow a few hormone-receptor 

complexes to interact with many other membran_e protein molecules in a very 

short time, ·it could account for the time course of global alterations in membrane 

protein ·configurations in response to one or very few ligands66
. Finally,. the 

model of the cooperative "protomer" lattice49
-
53 was laid to rest. The prospective 
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role of protein lateral diffusion as an effector of physiological changes was 

received with widespread interest66
-
68

, · and the . motivation behind diffusion · 

measurements · changed from questions . of plasma membrane structure to 
. . ' . 

questions of its dynamics as theyrelatetj to cellular functions. 
' ' ' 

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching 

After . Poo and Cone's initial. experiment in · rod disk m·embranes2, 

photobleaching t~chniq~_es . were.· applied to measurem~nts of other integral 

membrane proteins, e.g, by labeling of· the cell . surface with flu.crescent 

· ·molecules such_ as fluorescein isothiocya_nate (FITC)69
. In-contrast to rhodopsin 

pigments, fluorescent molecules cycle between grou_nd and excited states an 

almost unlimited number of times· in response to absorption of photons, but upon 

increased excitation they . can be . pushed into a long-lived "triplef' state that 

generates reactive _oxygen species and destroys the fluorophores70
. Thus, 

irreve~sible photobleaching of · fluorescent tags . allowed observation of 

acetylcholine receptors (labeled with fluorescent a-bungarotoxin) as discrete 

mobile· and immobile populations in developing muscle cells71
. In addition, the 

rate at which mobile surface · glycosylated proteins . were crosslinked and 

immobilized by lectins was enthusiastically. studied72
-
74

. In the literature, these 

techniques were· referred to as fluorescence photobleaching recovery (FPR) and· 

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). They became the standard 

method in studies of protein lateral diffusion, and subsequently· a theoretical 
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basis was established for obtaining the rate of diffusion and the fraction of. 

proteins_that were mobile in the sample75
• 

76
. 

In practice, FRAP measurements of diffusion in the membrane have 

involved, bleaching of a spot several· microns in _diameter, yielding information 
, . . . 

about the averaged "long-range" movements of the entire population of labeled 
. . . 

molecules in the area 77
. Spatial resolution is set by the size of the spot bleached, 

the smallest · being around the diffraction-limit of light · [i.e., the minimum 

resolvable spot ba_sed on the wavelength (A) and the numerical aperture (NA) of 

the objective used,. 1.22 NNA, which is often around half a micron70
]. Although 

. . . . . 

the mobile -fraction of fluorophores in the area can be calculated, bleaching· of a 

· ·single spot cannot distinguish between molecules irreversibly bound to a _fixed · 

substrate, and apparent · immobilization due to diff,usion barriers ·or , structural° 

discontinuities77
• This problem may be partially overcome by analyzing the 

apparent changes in mobile fractions and rates of diffusion (i.e., diffusion 

cqefficients) obtained from bleaching molecules with variable bleach beam radii,· 

in which case the existence .of closed domains somewhere within the bleached 

areas can be detected78
. Thos, mi~ron-sized com.partments appeared to be 

. ' . 

present on the plasma membranes of human fibroblasts79· · 80
, although these 

experiments may not have a~counted ·for the · presence of an , -anomalously 

diffusing slow population of unbleached fluorophores that were not given time to 
✓ 

reach equilibrium in the bleach ~pots81
. 
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.A relatively re.cent and significant advance in the FRAP techniqu~ (and in 

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy techniques, described below) was the 

measurement of- protein diffusion using genetically encodable proteins fused to· 

the green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the jellyfish -Aequorea victoria82
. This . 

protein is an 11-stranded ~-barrel (~27 kD) containing an internal sequence of 

three amino acids (Ser-Tyr-Gly) that are spontaneously converted to an aromatic 

fluorophore structure without the assistance of additional enzymes82
. Fusion of 

. GFP to. a protein of interest imparts it with an intrinsic fluorophore that can be 

bleached without detectable damage to the cell, because of its compact barrel-

like structure that sequesters reactive intermediates 77. , 

As a "reverse" variation• of FRAP, fluorescence . loss in photobleachi_ng 
. . 

(FLIP) has also been used with GFP fusion proteins to examine the continuity of 

molecular diffusion between discrete compartments, indicated by a selective loss 

·. of fluorescence in one by repetitive photobleaching of another77
. In this manner it 

was determined that the membranes and luminal spaces of endoplasmic 

reticulum and Golgi83 could exist as continuous compartments throughout. the. _· 

cell.· This technique has also been used · to determine differential 

compa.rtmentalization of the plasma membranes of polarized epithelial cells84 

and the heads of sperm cells85
. 

As previously mentioned, the initial measurements of protein lateral 

diffusion by Frye and Edidin61 and Poo and Cone2 had greatly strengthened the 

fluid-mosaic model (temporarily), as the diffusion of proteins embedded in the 
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lipid bilayer appeared to be mainly limited by its viscosity59
. Similarly, it was· 

encouraging that the diffusion of proteins in artificial lipid bilayers86 behaved as 

theoretically predicted for the Brownian motion of particles in biological_ 

membranes87
. However, it quickly became apparent from the results of 

subsequent FRAP experiments in live cells that factors other than viscous 

resistance limited the diffusion of many proteins:1
• 

72
-. · The lateral distribution of 

. . 

proteins in cell ~embranes was found to be heterogeneous with large, molecule-

selective barriers between membrane compartments84
. Within these 

"macroscopic" barriers·, proteins might also be constrained on a subresolution 

scale by cytoskeleton, cytoplasmic constituents, or extracellular matrix81 . 

Having made serious -implications to m~mbrane structure, FRAP 

techniques are still somewhat. hampered by artifactual problems, such as 

unknown effects_ of cellular architecture on diffusion characteristics. In addition, 

there are· problems with correct interpretation88
, such as th·e underestimation of 

diffusion coefficients from neglecting the finite-time effects of bleaching (i.e., 

assuming bleaching is instantaneous)_ and difficulties estimating the size of the 

"corona" _of bleached particles surrounding a bleach zone. Therefore, for a more 

complete understanding of this supp~sed patchwork distribut_ion of membrane 

components, investigations have turned to~ additional techniques that do not rely 

on bleaching. 
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Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

· Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) techniques must also be 

mentioned, as they were.introduced at about the same time as FRAP and were 
. . 

useful in validating its results89
. However, they were virtually abandoned due to 

logistical problems with the setup. Very recently, . there has been much 
. I 

discussion of these techniques as · they have become accessible with 

commercially available . Gonfocal . and , two~ph9ton . microscopes that have the 

appropriate computer cap~b.ility,' laser sta~ility, and opticarcomponents90
. In this 

· approach, the ·celi' is not perturbel ~y phot~bleaching. Instead, the fl.uorescence 

intensity of molecules within a small sample volume (defined by the focal point of 

· a laser beam and a confocal pi.nhole) is· measured over time, and its vari'ability 
~ . ' ' ' ... ' . . . -

during the recording •is;. analyz~d by an autocorrelation f~nction91
• 

92
. The . 

spor:,taneous fluctuations in signal are mainly due to fluorescent molecules 

entering and leavin.g the illuminated region· at equilibrium92
. 

When these fluctuations are expressed in a function as a mea·sure of self

·similarity after a .given time delay, they .provide information about the ·average 

residence time of individual fluorescent molecules inside the sample volume. For 

example,· during the time· a molecule is in the region of illumination it will be . 

observeg as a continuous fluorescent signa.1 · that is similar in intensity at each 

time point, but the moment it leaves there is a decrease in the fluorescent signal.· 

In addition, the concentration of fluorophores within the volume can be obtained 

. with high st~tistical confidence,• because a large nl:)mber of molecules will have 
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much lower variability (i.e., higher time-averaged correlation) in comparison to 

very few or just one molecule. 

FGS holds promise for wid.espread use iri protein diffusion measurements, 

· although a solid theoretical foundation and practical application is still being 

developed. FCS is most useful for relatively fast diffusion, ·and is conceptually 

blind to immobile molecules (immobile molecules in the sample volume do· not 

fluctuate much). Diffusion m·e~surements may be plagued by artifacts, such as 

· . intensity fluctuations that may occur .due to reversible changes in the fluorescent· 

properties of the molecule, ·due to inter- or intramolecular reactions or changes in 

the microenvironm~rit of the fluorophore92
• Like FRAP, the measurements have 

not quite been sufficient to define anomalously slow subpopulations90
, although 

. . 

more ·recent statistical approaches, such as photon counting histogram analysis93 

and dual-color FCS have allowed resolution of multiple diffusing species. 

To· date, it appears that FCS has provided more membrane diffu.sio·n 

~ information about lipids than proteins. Measurements of lipid probes in model 

membran_es94 were validated by values theoretically predicted for. simple 
. . 

Brownian inotion in viscous solutions87
, and. have· been among the first methods 

to detect motional heterogeneities in coexisting lipid phases (although electron 

spin resonance techniques seem· to have -prevailed in the race to demonstrate 

·this phen9menon in live cells95
). Initial comparisons between "lipid raft" markers. 

and transmembrane -proteins indicated that they exhibit distinct diffusional 
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behaviors that may be consistent with ·partitioning of molecules into 

microdomains96
. 

Single particle tracking and optical tweezers 

On the basis ·of the fluid-mosaic model59
, integral membrane proteins 

would be predicted to diffuse at a rate inversely proportional to both the viscosity 

· of the membrane and the logarithm of their radius in the membrane87
. This 

implies . that their diffusion should be relatively insensitive to their size, as a 

complex of 1·00 molecules of any given. type should only be twice as slow as an 

in_dividual molecule of that type. Therefore, the observed differences between 

predicted values and observed ·values from FRAP experiments71
• 

72 were initially 

·suggested to be due to drag on cytoskeleton, cytoplasmic constituents, or 

extracellular matrix81
. The development of single particle tracking (SPT) 

techniques has added an additional layer of complexity :to this view. 

In this technique, computer-enhanced video microscopy is used to track 

the motions of individual ·surface proteins or lipids that are labeled with single 

particles (e.g., 30-nm colloidal gold or latex beads97
, or quantum dots98

) th~t are 

smaller than the diffraction-limit of light. Nanometer-scale resolution is possible 

because the center of the .particle, although observed as a diffraction-limited spot 

(Airy disk), can be located with great precision from statistical analy~is of i~s 

image and the surrounding noise97
. As a result of the ability ·to resolve the 

motions of individual particles, SPT experiments h~ve indicated that a single 
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diffusing species may be affected in more ways than via drag from its local 

environment. It may randomly diffuse in the membrane (i.e., Brownia~ motion 

with drag, as detected by FRAP and FCS), be confined by barriers, be directed 

by flow, or show transitions between all three modes97 ·which· could not be 

detected in measurements of the ~verage ·movements of an entire population. 

For example,. retrograde lipid flow appeared to occur at a rate of seven microns 

per minute on dorsal root ganglion axons_, as plasma membrane was added at 

the growth cone an~ then retrieved at ttie cell body99
. 

Some of these data were obtained by an interesting variation · of this 

· technique·. The_ use of "optical tweezers" _exploits the ability of a laser beam to 

induce an electric dipole moment from objects smaller than its wavelength and 

draw them ~o its focal point100
. In this manner, particles can be dragged across 

the surface by the piconewton forces generated, in order to measure the distance 

that they can be moved before enco'untering _a_ barrier that displaces them from 

the grips of the "tweezers97
• 

100
.

11 This has dispelled the notion of barrier

constrained diffusion in some systems, but identified it in others, where it could 

·be elasti_c and mobile97
. Use of this technique confirmed the existence of a tight 

diffusion barrier to phospholipids at the axon initial segment-of rat hippocampal -

neurons,· generated by the accumulation of cytoskeleton-anchored voltage-g~ted 

sodium channels 101
. 

Experimental difficulties include excessive drag on particles · by the 

extracellular matrix resulting in underestimation of the diffusion coefficient, and 
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artifacts due to crosslinking of binding sites (if particles are multivalent), which 

could induce biological responses or change ·diffusive properties by 

~ggregation97
. However, substantial gains have b_een made in the understanding 

. of membrane structure. . SPT experiments have supported· the FRAP-based 

notion _that factors controlling protein diffusion in the plasma membrane are due 

to drag on cytoskeleton, cytoplasmic constituents, or extracellular matrix,81 but 

.have expanded the view to a more dynamic model, in which modes of diffusion 

may change due to temp?ral fluctuations. in membrane skeleton; obstruction 

. within the membrane, and percolation effects, all of Which are affected by protein 

size and contribute to non-Brownian behavio~97. 

Detection of membrane heterogeneities- the search for lipid rafts by diffusion 

· Although Singer and· Nicholson's fluid-mosaic model envisioned a long

·range, random distribution of molecule~59
; it did not r_ule out the possibility_ that 

short-range order was· impo~ed on dom~ins whose protein and lipid compositions 

differed from the bulk of the membrane. Interpretation of some of the earliest 

FRAP studies of constrai,ned protein diffusion . not attributed to membrane 

viscosity led to suggestions that some internal or external anchoring system, or 
,· 

protein aggregation into "rafts" served to modify the diffusional mov~ments (?f 

membrane proteins66
• 

67
. FLIP studies determined that polarized epithelial cells 

'J, 

and sperm cells are able to compartmentalize membrane domains that are up to 

tens of microns across84
• 

85
, and as ·such concepts tend to gather momentum, it . 
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was extrapolat~d that membranes could be compartmentalized on even smaller 

scales. Al.though SPT experiments subsequently_revealed more about the nature 

of these constraints97
, a complete and· satisfactory explanation is still developing 

from several lines of investigation. 

Studie·s in model lipid bilayers over the past several decades have 

indicated that the lipid constituents of plasma membranes can exist in several 

states of increasing fluidity, including gel, liquid-ordered, and• liquid-disordered 

states 102
• However, early in these studies, various investigators were frustrated 

by the complexity of membrane lipid. mixing, failing to ~etect distinct phase · 

transitions 103 in_ a highly anisotropic environment that was very much unlike · 

mo~el membranes 104
. It was actually not until last month t~at there has finally 

been a report documenting separate, coexisting lipid domains in live .cells95
. In 

this study, .electron spin probes for Ii.quid-ordered and liquid-disordered domains 

experienced two distinct environments over a range of . temperatures. 

Unexpectedly, in contrast to prevailing views of small liquid-ordered "rafts" 

dispersed among liquid-disordered phosphoiipids 105
-
107

, a reverse model of 

discrete liquid-disordered puddles dispersed among a large, continuous liquid-

. ordered state was suggested. 

While the field recuperates from this finding (or scrambles to dispute it), 

the stage is ~et to st~dy the heterogeneities of lateral diffusion in these coexisting 

states using· dual-color FCS, which was recently applied to lipid probes in model 

membranes94
. At this point, it is unclear whether this will yield any new 
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information, or if motion·ai' heterogeneities could even be rel~vant to the question· 
. . . . . 

' . 

of ,ilipid rafts.'_' This question is _most· often _framed in tt,e . context. of protein 

distribution heterogeneity imposed by· lipids, ignoring ttie reciprocal effects of 
. . . . . . 

. proteins on each other, in addition to the ordering of the lipids around them90
• 

108
. 

. . . 

. ' . 

It is important to rememper that, rather than being a rarity in a large sea of lipids-

whether that sea is liquid-disordered or liquid-ordered, proteins constitute ~ large 

portion of th~ plasma ~embrane (so~etimes close to the majority)58
. 

It has been convincingly argued that, even at normal· 1evels of membrane 

· protein expression; thermodynamic "crowding" effects can account for diffusional 

constraints109
, -but there -is still an open question remaining from "lipid. raft" 

experiments. · Perturbations such as cholesterol ·depletion disrupt the transient 

confinement of putative raft proteins as measured by SPT110
, but appear to have. 

similar effects on the diffusion of putative raft and nonraft proteins,. as measured• 

by FRA_P111
. Therefore, the floating fractions of detergent-resistant .membrane 

fragments known as "lipid- rafts" may continue to be elusive to experimental 

definition in live cells, unless FCS or other techniques can discern the behavior of 

proteins in separate, coexisting domains. 

Physiological roles for lateral diffusion 

Ever since Poe and Cone2 observed rates. of diffusion that could .allow 

membrane proteins· to interact with many other pro~ein~ in a very short time, 

there have been many discussions about the functional benefits of diffusional 
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encounters in the two-dimensional plane66
~
68

• 11_2
-
116

. This mechanism now 

underlies models for subunit association during signal transduction of receptor 

tyrosine kinases, such as those for insulin and epidermal_ growth factor 117
, and fo~ 

multiple-subunit receptors such as tho~e for. cytokines and int~rleukins 118
. In . 

these types of systems, lateral diffusion effects oligomerization, aggregation, and 

immobilization of membrane. signaling components as a p_rerequisite for efficient 

contact with cytosolic effectors 108
• 
117

-
119

. 

In addition to determining reaction rates and. providing for amplification 

steps, lateral diffusion may allow proteins that are randomly delivered to· the 

surface to become localized to specific regions by "diffusion traps68
· 

120
• 

121 
." For 

example, nicotinic acetylcholine receptors dispersed on developing muscle 

membranes eventually become concentrated at the neuromuscular Junction 121
, 

where they are clustered and held for weeks at_ a time by the cytoplasmic ·p_rotein · 

rapsyn 122 (a mutation in which _leads to a congenital myasthenic syndrome 123
). At 

. central synapses, a mechanism of plasticity involves similar reversible diffusion 

~ ' 

traps with both glycine and GABAA receptors due to bin~ing the cytosolic protein 

gephyrin, and with NMDA receptors due to binding PSD-95 scaffolding 

proteins 124
. Metabotropic glutamate receptors become clustered at the edge -of 

. the postsynaptic density125
-
127 due to interactions _with homer and shank 

proteins 13
, whic~ link the receptors to PSD-95128

. The apparent perisynaptic 

enrichment of various other G-protein-coupled receptors 129
-
131 

· and G-protein~. 

activated inwardly rectifying potassium channels 132 is not as well characterized. · 
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G-protein-coupled receptor signaling 

A classical model for diffusion-limited signaling ih the membrane has been 

the G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR)38. GPCRs ar~ an ancient family of 

proteins that represent the most impo~a.nt conserved mechanism for signal 

transduction across the eykaryo~ic plasma membrane, informing cells of 

environmental cues as diverse as photons, ions, metabolites, and hormone 

signals 133· 134. In humans, this family consists of at least 720 seven

transmembrane receptor proteins 135, which have the potential to discriminate an · 

even larger number of ligand types through splicing and heteroligomerization of 

gene products 136. 

GPCRs generally can assume conformations that specifically activate one 

out of the four major Ga-subun.it_families: Gas, Gavo; G~q111, or Ga12113
134. Both 

receptors and effectors can be highly specific for any of about 100 probable 

heterotrimeric combinations, selected from a pool of at least 27 Ga, .5 Gp, and 14 

Gy subunits 134. 

Receptor-G-protein (R-G) contact sites include a tripartite receptor-Gpy 
I 

interface with the Ga am·ino-terminus, in addition to receptor contacts at the Ga 

helical domain and carboxy terminus 137. Although these contacts appear to be 

generally applicable to all R-G interactions, receptor-mediated nucleotide 

exchange is often a selective process in which the. receptor must recognize 
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critical . elements of its preferred· heterotrimer to proceed with activation 138, 

although this preference can be ch~_nged by various signals 139-142. 

Whatever ·the determinants of specificity may be~_43, ~ctivated · receptors 

c~talyze exchange of bound GDP molecul~s for cytosolic GTP by in~eracting with 

cognate.sites on all three of th~ G-protein subunits, either through a single "lever" 

action-144 or through a sequef1ce of 'interactio~s: that destabilize the nucleotide

binding site 145. ·· Among numerous possible nonproductive . R-G combina_tions. 

within a given cell type, receptors carry this out with remarkable ,fidelity133. 

Therefore, ·if R-G complex formation precedes receptor adivation, then critical 

but time~cons~ming recognition steps c~uld be aceomplished ·prior, to onset of 

rapid signaling events. Consequently,. many reports have invoked_ "pre

coupled1f, 146-168," rather than ."collision-coupled1· 10· 169-175 ,11 R-G. complexes, as 

might be. , predicted by ·the original ternary complex model176 and· later 

variations 177-179_ Alternatively, compartmentalization of signaling components 

into membrane microdomains has been suggesteq as an explanation · for 

observed rapid and specific signaling 18· 180 .. There is evidence that some G·PcR 

signal transduction_ pathways (e.g:, 132-adrenergic receptor-Gas-adenylate cyclase 

6) are confined to caveolae or other membrane microdomains 181 . 

·However, even very recent reports still support a model in which receptors · 
. . . --

and G-proteins· freely _diffuse amon·g each other, sampling the entire plasma 

membrane alongside potential but nonproductive partners 18~. _ Meanwhile, 

Forster resonance energy transfer techniques to det~ct R-G interactions have 
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allowed detailed measurements of coupling processes in live cells, but even 
. . .. 

these techniques have yielded conflicting results regarding whether · R-G 

· complexes exist prior te> signaling 167
• 

168
: 

175
• · A confounding set of images 

recently obtained using atomic ·force microscopy·;display paracrystalline arrays of 
. . . 

. . . 

rhodopsin· oligomers 14 that cannot possibiy. allow the rapid diffusion_ observed by 

Poo a~d Cone2
, which initiated this· entire discussion. Now it may seem as 

.. though we are traveling in circles. Propagation of signals through cooperative · 

interactions in_. oligomeric a'rrays 183 
_. is · reminisce~t ·of _the 1960's plasma 

membrane lattice of identical rep~ating "protomer" ~nits49
-
54 ~hat 'rebelled against. 

· Stoekenius's lipid bilayer31
. 

We have approached this problem by measuring the membrane diffusion 

and binding reactions of receptors and G-proteins. _ We examined the functional 

consequences of receptor immobilization at the cell surface, and monitored the 

effects on· diffusion of G-proteins at the cytoplasmic face of the membrane. Our · 

results provide evidence for the free diffusion of receptors and G-proteins, as well 

as a pre-signaling binding-dissociation equilibrium between them that is altered 

· upon activation. A three-stage sequential fit model of R-G coupling is suggested. _ 



II. MATERIALS AND METHODS_ 

A. Generation of DNA Constructs 

DNA plasmid vectors encoding fusion proteins for this project were 

generated using a previously described PCR-based subcloning technique 184 with 

raw materials -received from the UMR cDNA Resource Center (Rolla, Missouri) 

unless otherwise noted (Figure 1). 

The signal sequence of human growth hormone embedded in the plasmid· 

.PRK5-ssHRP-KDEL185 was a gift from Kim Harrison-Lavoie, University College 

London·, UK. Superecliptic synaptopHluorin 186 was a gift from Gero Miesenbock, 

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York. Rat µ-opioid receptor187 

was a gift from Richard J. Miller, University of ~hicago, lllino_is. Rat A1 adenosine 

receptor188 was a gift from. Mark Olah, Duke · Univ_ersity, Durham, · NC. 

Homomeric GIRK4-S143T189 was a gift ·from D. Logothetis, Mount Sinai School 

of Medicine, New York. 

PCR fragments from insertion sequences were amplified and embedded 

between sequences homologous to sites of integration in receiving plasmids · 

using primers and template DNA shown in Tables 1 to 3. 

24 



Figure 1. -Schematic representation of PCR-based subcloning 

DNA plasmid vectors encoding fusion proteins were generated using ·a previously describe~ PCR-based subc/oning 

technique 184
• A Genes or gene fragments designated for insertion (red) were amplified with hybrid primers containing the 

. . 

. insertion sequences embedded in peripheral sequences homologous to sites of integration -(blue and green). Resulting 

double-stranded amp/icons were gel-purified and used as long primers (up to ~1 kb). in ·a _subsequent PCR reaction for· 
. . . 

integration into target DNA. B Gel-purified amp/icons containing insertion sequence primed target plasmids at peripheral 

homologous sites (blue and green). Fusion plasmfds were generated by extension of the amp/icons. The PCR reaction -

mixture was then digested with Dpnl, which_ i$ speci~ic for methylated DNA found only in bacterially produced template 

sequence. The remaining PCR-generated fusion plasmids were then _ replicated in bacteria and purified for restriction 

enzyme analysis and automated sequencing. 

r 
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Table 1. DNA primers and templates used in the generation of G-protein-coup/ed receptor fusion constructs 

Construct Insert template Receiving template Primers for amplifying insert 
(in alphabetical order) 
signal sequence-ECFP human growth hormone pECFP-N1 5'-TAGCGCTACCGGTCGCCACC 
(ss-ECFP, made by G. Digby) signal sequence from (Clontech) GATGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 

pRKs-·ssHRP- KDEL in~ertion at N-terminus of 5'-TCCTCGCCCTTGCTCACCCCG 
(K. Harrison-Lavoie) ECFP GAT AAGGGAA TGGTTGGGA-3' 

signal sequence-pHluorin human growth hormone synaptopHluorin . · 5'-GCGGAAGCGGCGGGACCGG 
signal sequence from (G. Miesenbock) TATGGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 
pRK5-ssHRP- KDEL insertion at N-terminus of 5'-AGTTCTTCTCCTTT ACTTCCGG 
(K. Harrison-Lavoie) pHluorin AT AAGGGAATGGTTGGGA-3' 

ss-ECFP-µ-opioid receptor · signal sequence-ECFP rat µ-opioid receptor 5'-AA TTCAGATCGGCCGCCAC 
(C-MOR, made by. G. Digby) (R.J. Miller) CGATGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 

insertion at N-terminus of 5'-GGGCCGGTGCTGCTGTCCATCT 
receptor TGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-3' 

ss-ECFP-M3-muscarinic signal sequence-ECFP human M3-mUscarinic . 5'-ACCGAGCTCGGATCCACCATGG · 
receptor re:ceptor (UMR cDNA) CTACAGGCTCCCGG-3' 
(C-M3R, made by M. Clark) insertion at N-terminus of 5'-ACTGTT A TTGTGCAAGGTCATCT 

rece.ptor TGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC-3' 
ss-pHluorin-A1-adenosine signal sequence-pHluorin rat A1-adenosine receptor 5'-GTGCCCAGCTCCTGCCCACCA 
receptor (M. Olah) TGGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 
(pH-A1R, made by G. Digby) insertion at N-terminus of· 5'-GCCGAGATGTAGGGCGGCAT 

receptor ' . TTTGTATAGTTCATCCATGC-3' 
ss-pHluorin".'M2-muscarinic signal sequence-pHluorin human Mrmuscarinic 5'-CCAGTGTGGTGGAA TTCACCAT 
receptor - receptor (UMR cDNA) GGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 
(pH~M2R) insertion at· N-terminus · of 5'-AGTTTGTTGAGTT A TICA TTTTGT 

receptor ATAGTTCATCCATGC-3' 
ss-pHluorin-µ-opioid receptor signal sequence-pHluotin rat µ-opioid receptor 5'-AA TTCAGATCGGCCGCCACCA 
(pH-MOR) (R.J. Miller) · TGGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 

insertion at N-terminus of 5'-GGGCCGGTGCTGCTGTCCA TT 
receptor TTGTATAGTTCATCCATGC-3' 



Table 2. · DNA primers and templates used in the generation of fluorescent G-proteins 

·• Construct 

GaoA-EGFP 
(Go-G, made by R. Brogan) 
GaoA-Q205L-EGFP and 
GaoA-Q205UD273N-EGFP 
(Go*-G, and Gox-G, 
made by_ ~._§ethi) 

· GaoA N-terminus 
1-5-EGFP. 

GaoA N-terminus 
1-31-EGFP (aN-G) 

Gaq-EGFP 
(Gq-G, made by M. Clark) 

ss-ECFP-TM-Gai3 
(C-TM-Gi3, . 

. made by G: Digby) 

ss-pHluorin-TM-Gcxi3 
(pH-TM-Gai3) 

lns.ert template . 

EGFP 
(Clontech) 

EGFP 
(Clontech) 

EGFP 
(Clontech) 

EGFP 
(Clontech) 

human PTXi Gcxj3-C351G 
· •-_ (UMR cDNA) 

human PTXi Gcxi3-C351 G 
(UMRcDNA) 

Receiving template 

human GaoA variants 
(UMRcDNA) 
insertion with glycine 
linkers in aA-ae loop_ 
between L91 and G92 

human GaoA 
(UMRcDNA) 
insertion with stop codon 
after 1st 5 aa's 
human GaoA 
(UMRcDNA) 
insertion with stop codon 
after 1st 31 aa's 
human Gaq 

·• (UMR cDNA) 
insertion with glycine 
linkers in ac helix 
.between Y128 and V129 
C-MOR 
Insertion with stop codon 
after first transmembrane 
dornain .of receptor 
pH-MOR 
insertion with stop codon 
after first transmembrane 
domain of rece_Qtor 

Primers for amplifying insert 

5'-TCCGGGCCATGGACACTTTGAT 
GGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA-3'. 
5'-TT ATCACCATA TTCGATGCCTCC 
CTTGTACAGCTCGTCCA-3' 

5'-CCACCATGGGATGTACTTTGA 
TGGTGA<3CAAGGGCGAGGA-3' 
5'..;GCGGCTCTCTCCTCTGCGCTTT 
ACTTGTACAGCTTCGTCCA-3' 
5'-AGGATGGCATCAGCGCCGCCA 
TGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA-3' · 
5'-AGGAGTAATTTCACGTCI 111 IAC 
TTGTACAGCTCGTCCA-3' 
5'-TCTGCTTTTGAGAATCCATATGG 
GATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-3' 
5'-T AAACTCTTT A TTGCATCTACCCC 
CTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC-3' 

5'-GTATGTGA TTGTAAGATACGG 
CGGCGGCTGCACGTTGAGC-3' 
5'-GTGGCAGTCTTCA TTTTGGTT 
CM T AAAGTCCACCTTC-3' 
5'-GTATGTGA TTGT AAGATACGG 
CGGCGGCTGCACGTTGAGC-3' 

· 5'-GTGGCAGTCTTCA TTTTGGTT 
CAA T AAAGTCCACCTTC-3' .. 



Table 3. DNA primers and templates used in the generation of other cQnstructs 

Construct · Insert template Re~eiving template Primers for amplifying insert 

GI RK4-S 143T-pHluorin pHluorin human GIRK4-S43T 5'-TCCGAGGTGATCTGGACCGGGG 
(GIRK4*-EC-pH) (G. Mi_esenbock) (D. Logothetis), AAGT AAAGGAGMGAACT-3' 

insertion with glycine 5'-TCTTGGTCACQCACGTGCCCTT 
linkers into 1st EC loop GTATAGTTCATCCA-3' 
between D119 and H120 

ss-ECFP-TM acceptor· N/A - deletion C-MOR Deletion primers: 
5'-ATGGACAGCAGCACCGGCCCA 
GGGTCTAGAGGGCCCGTTT AGACC 
CGCTGATCAGCCTCG-3' . 
5'-CGAGGCTGATCAGCGGGTCTA 
AACGGGCCCTCTAGACCCTGGGCC 
GGTGCTGCTGTCCAT-3'. 

ss-ECFP-TM-EGFP EGFP ss-ECFP-T~ acceptor 5'-ATCTCTAGATCAGATCTCGA 
(blue-green stoichiometer, (Clontech) GCTCAAGCTTCG-3' . 
made by P. Sethi with 5'-CTGA TT ATGATCTAGAGTCGCG 
convential ligation) GCCG-3' 
ss-pHluorin-TM-GIRK1 · pH-MOR8375-670 rat GIRK1 5'-CTGGATCTCCCCTCCGTA TT ATG. 
(pH-TM-GIRK1) "(amplicon includes sequence (LY. Jan) GCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 

to 1st IC loop: .. KMKTAT) connection of 1st IC loop of 5'-TTCCTTCGGAGTGCAGACCCGG 
pH-MOR to cytosolic N- TGGCAGTCTTCA TTTTGG-3' 
terminus of GIRK1 . 

ss-pHluorin-TM-GIRK4* pH-MOR8375-670 human GIRK4-S143T 5'-TTGGTACCGA~CTCGGATCCA 
(pH-TM-GIRK4*) (amplicon includes sequence (D. Logothetis) TGGCTACAGGCTCCCGGAC-3' 

to 1-st 1c loop: .. K'.MKTAT) connection of 1st IC loop of 5'-TTCCTAGM TCGCCAGCCCCG 
pH-MOR to cytosolic N- GTGGCAGTCTTCA TTTTGG-3' 
terminus of GIRK4-S143T 
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8. Preparation of cultured primary rat cerebellar granule neurons ·-

Culture media were obtained from Gibco unless otherwise stated. 

Cerebella were dissected from multiple newborn Sp.rague-Dawley rats (postnatal 

day 3 to 5) and digested with 25 ·U/ml papain for. one hour at 37° C. · After 

digestion, _cells were triturated with increasingly smaller bored Pasteur pipettes. 

Cerebellar granule neurons (CGNs) were plated at a density of several million 

per cm2 in culture me9ium consisting of minimal essential medium (MEM) 

supplemented with 25 mM KCI, B-27, 5% defined fetal bovine serum·, 0.6% o

glucose, 1 mM pyruvate_, 0.5 mM glutamine, 12.5 U/ml penicillin, and 12.5 µg/ml 

streptomycin on glass coverslips coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-L-lysine in 35 x 10-

mm dishes. N_eurons were used in experiments after 1-7 days in culture in at 37° 

C in 5% CO2. 

C. Prepara!ion and maintenance of cultured cell lines 

Cells were grown on glass coverslips coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-L-lysine 

_ in 35 x 10-mm dishes at 37° C with 5% CO2. Growth medium for HEK 293 cells 

(ATCC) consisted of MEM containing 10% defined fetal bovine serum, 4 mM 

glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. Growth medium for . 

CHO~K1 cells (ATCC) consisted of Hams F1 medium containing 10% defined 

fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin. 
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D. Preparation and biolistic transfection of organotypic slice culture 

Whole brains were removed from multiple newborn . Sprague-Dawley rats 

(postnatal day 3. ,to 5) anq bathed in ice-cold HEPES-based artificial 

· cereb~ospirial fluid. 300-µm whole coro~al sections were cut ush:,g a vibratome, 

· · and coronal sections were ·isolated and placed on 30 mm 0.4µm-pore Millicell® 

sterilized culture plate inserts (Millipore) under ~ ml ?f culture_ medium consisting 

of 50% MEM, 25% Hank's Soluti:on, and.25%.horseserum supplemented with 10 · 
. . . ' . 

mM HEPES, 6.5 mg/ml glucose,.-_ 12.5_ U/mL penicil~in, and 12.5 _ µg/ml 

streptomycin. Slices were cultured overnight at 37° C in 5% CO2, and were 

transfected the following day· ~_sing a_ Helios Gene Gun (Bio..:Rac;t Laboratories, 

Hercules, CA) with a "modified choke!' barrel. DNA "bullets" were prepared 

according to the manufacturer's instructions using 12.5 mg of 1-µm gold particles 

coated with 50 µg of plasmid DNA vector encoding pH-MOR Sections were 

' . 
imaged the day following transfection. 

E. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) Trailsfection 

Transfection was performed essentially as · previously described190. · 
. r • 

Generally, 6.5 µg plasmid DNA was diluted in 250 µL 150 mM NaCl.. 2 µL 1 M 

25-kDa polyethylene·imine (PEI, Aldrich), pH 7.0~ was diluted _in 250 µL 150 mM 

NaCl. For transfections with different amounts of DNA, the 6.5 µg:2 µL DNA:PEI 

ratio was maintained. The PEI solution was added dropwise to the DNA solution 

and incubated for 10 minutes at room temperature to form PEI-DNA complexes. 
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Meanwhile, growth medium was removed from the culture dishes or flasks and 

cells were· rinsed with MEM. 

The 500-µL solution of PEI-DNA complexes ·was added to 9.5 ml MEM 

and then directly to culture dishes or flasks. After 1 hour of incubation at 37° C, 

complexes were removed, growth medium was replaced, .and the cells were 

returned to the incubator. Cells were used in experiments 1 to 4 days after_ 

transfection. 

· F. · Western Blotting 

To determine if pH-MOR was expressed as an intact protein, cells at 

about 75% confluence in 35 x 10 mm wells were transiently transfected as above 

. (section D) with empty pcDNA3.1 vector (lnvitrogen), or plasmids· encoding · . 
. . 

pHluorin (27 kD), pH-MOR (85 · kD), or rat µ-opioid receptor _ (58 kD). The 

transfection efficiency was estimated at about 10% by visual inspection with an 
~ 

· inverted fluorescence microscope. Cells were lysed and proteins were 

solubilized with 200 µUwell Mem-PER® reagent (Pierce,· Rockford, IL) containing 

Halt® protease inhibitor cocktail (Pierce) and 5 mM EDTA (Pierce). Lysates 

were transferred to Eppendorf tu~es and centrifuged at 14,500 rpm for 10 

· minutes to pellet cellular debris. 50 µL of supernatant from each sample was . 

added to 10 µL Laemmli · buffer and boiled for 5. minutes. Samples were 

· electrophoresed in Precise™ pre-cast 4-15% polyacrylamide gels (Pierce) 

alongside Broad Range molecular weight markers (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 
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CA) at 120 V for 140 minutes at 4° C. Proteins were transferred onto lmmobilon

P® PVDF membranes (Millipore, Billerica, MA) at 100 V for 110 minutes at 4° C. 

Membranes were then blocked with 5% milk/PBS with Tween-20 (Blotto) at room 

, .temperature for· 1 hour, and then incubated with monoclonal anti-GFP antibodies 

· (Molecular Probes), diluted 1 :2,000 in Blotto, at room. temperature for 1 to 3 

hours. Membranes were rinsed with Blotto then incubated with HRP-

. conjungated goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz), diluted 1 :2,000 

in Bl9tto, at room temperature · for 1 hour, follC?wed by incubation with 

SuperSignal® West Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Pierce) for 5 minutes._ 

Protein bands were visualized· by exposure of membranes to BioMax light ·film 

(Kodak, Rochester, N!), .which was developed and scann.ed. 

G. Fluorescent Acquisition$ 

For studies of fluorescence sensitivity to external pH changes, cells were 

visualized on the stage of an Olympus IX70 · inverted fluorescence microscope. 

Green fluorescent proteins were excited at 488 nm using a Polychrome 11 · 

monochrometer (Photonics), and emissions were captured by . a VIF -

photomultiplie~ tube (Photonics). Amplified signals were _digitized and ,recorded 

u_sing. a multifunction 1/0. boar~ and ·WinWCP software (John _ Den.,pste~, 

Strathclyde . University). . Perfused solutions were grav_ity-fed from multiple 

reservoirs through plastic tubing·. into a common· manifold that connects to a 

single 100-µm-diameter silica tube placed several µm from recorded cells. 
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Switching was accomplished within 1 to 2 seconds using computer-controlled 

valves. 

For studies of optimum incubation time for biotinylation and avidin _ 

crosslinking with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) conjugates (see below, 

Section G), fluorescent signals from cells in 24-well plates were acquired using a 

FLUOstar OPTIMA microplate reader (BMG LabTech GmbH,- Offenburg, 

Germany), which excites fluorophores with a xenon lamp and collects filtered 

emissio.ns with a side-window, current-type photomultiplier tube. 

H.· Electrophysiology 

Whole-cell . voltage~clamp recordings were.. made using standard 

techniques (Hamill et al., 1981). on the stage on an Olympus IX70 inverted 

fluorescence m_icroscope fitted with a temperature~regulating dish collar. 

Currents were digitized and recorded with a_ multifunction 1/0 board and WinWCP 

software (J. Dempster, Strathclyde University, Glasgow). Only_ isolated cells with 

free plasma membrane on all sides were selected for recording. To demonstrate 

inwardly rectifying current elicited by perfusion with a receptor agonist, cells were 

held at a membrane. potential of -60 mV, and each second were stepped to -100 

mV for 0.2 s, and the·n ramped from -100 to O mV at a. rate of 0.18 mV/ms. For 

pipette• puffing of agonist or concentration-response curves, cells were held at -

80 mV and recorded without. voltage steps. Cells, were ·monitored throughout 

recordings for changes in series resistance. Patch electrodes (4-5 MO) were 
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filled ~ith a solution containing (in mM).140 K-gluconate, 5 KCI, -0.2 EGTA, 10 . · 

HEPES, 3 MgATP, 0.3 Na2GTP (pH 7.2, ~295 mOsm/kg H2O). The external 

solution contained (in mM) 122.5 NaCl, 30 KCI, 10 . HEP ES, 1 O glucose, 1.5 

CaCb, and 2.5 MgCl2 (pH 7.2, ~320 mOsm/kg H2O) .. 

For most studies, perfused sqlutions were gravity"'."fed from multiple_ 

reservoirs through plastic tubing into· a common manifold that connects to a 

single 100-µm-diameter silica tube placed several µm from recorded cells . 

. Switching was accomplished within 1 to 2 seconds using computer-controlled 

valves. For kinetic studies of pH-MOR-mediated GIRK activation, a saturating· 

(1 O µM) concentration_ of the µ-opioid agonist [o~Ala2,MePhe4;Gly-ol5]enkephalin 
. . . . . 

(DAMGO) was applied by a co·mputer-controlled pressurized puff at 70 p.s.i. from 

a glass micropipette placed less than 1 · µm from the soma, and . solution 
. . 

exchange with a dead time of.~8 ms in ~he system (e.g.,· Figure 4). 

I. Analysis of Electrophysiological Data 

For studies of GIRK activation kinetics in CGNs, the lag time of the 

. response was defined as the time required for activated current to exceed two 

standard deviations from the mean basal current. Given the currently held view 

th~t binding of G~y subunit~ to at least three .of the four ·subunits of the tetram~ric 

channel is required for maximal activation 191
, the time constant (-c) of activation 

yvas. determined by fitting raw current traces (independently of. lag time) to the 
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Hodgkin and Huxley equation for potassium channel kinetics (Hodgkin and 

Huxley, 1952) modified for three independent gating events~. 

/(t) = lmax(1 - exp(-th)3
) (Equation 1) 

where lmax is the maximal current elicited during the responsec (e.g., Figure 4). 

To derive the ECso for· drug concentration-response _curves of GIRK 

activation in CGNs, peak agonist~induced currents were normalized to the 

maximum current for individual cells, plotted as mea·n percentages of an 

_individual cell's maximal response ± SEM as a function of drug concentration, 

and fit to the logistic equation, 

hdrug] ={(/basal - lmax) I [1 + ([drug]/ECso)P] } + lmax (Equation 2) 

where /basal is the holding current and /~ax is the maximal current elicited in an 

individual cell (e.g., Figure 16). 

The fractional additivity of agonist responses was quantified according to 

the equation of Sodickson and Bean (1998), 

Fractiona·I additivity= (/pair - /max) (/minr1 (Equation 3) 
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where /pair is the current elicited by both agonists applied simultaneously, /max is 

the larger response to single agonist, and /min is the smaller response to single 

agonist. Thus 1 corresponds to complete additivity and Oto complete occlusion. 

By this analysis, a value of 1 is complete additivity, or lack of sharing of signaling 

components, and 0 is complete occlusion, or complete sharing. -

J. Immobilization of Surface Proteins. 

In order to determine the optimum incubation time for biotinylation, cells in 

24-well plates coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-L-lysine were rinsed three times with a· 

· solution containing (in mM) 150 NaCl, 2.5 KCI, 10 HEPES, 12 glucose, 0.5 

CaCl2, and 0.5 MgCl2 (p~ 8.0, ·~320 mOsm/kg H20) (B-E buffer), then incubated · 

·at room temperature for 5, to, 15, 20, or 30 minutes in B-E buffer containing EZ

Link™ Sulfa-NHS-LC-LC-Biotin (Pierce), 5 µg/ml. Cells were rinsed three times 

with B-E buffer, and then incubated for 15 minutes with B-E buffer containing 

avidin-FITC (Pierce), 0.01 mg/ml. Cells were rinsed three times with B-E buffer, 

and then relative avidin incorporation was estimated from cell fluorescence 

measured with a microplate reader, as described above (Section G). Maximum 

avid in binding occurred after 15-minute biotinylation reactions (Figure 1 OB). 

In order to determine the 9ptimum avidin incubation time for crosslinking, 

coverslips were rinsed three times in B-E buffer, incubated with 8-E buffer · 

containing EZ-Link™ Sulfa-NHS-LC-LC-Biotin, 5 µg/ml, for 15 minutes, rinsed 

again three times in B-E buffer, and then incubated at room temperature for 1, 5, 
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10, 15·, · 20, or 30 minutes in 8-E buffer containing avidin-FITC, 0.01 mg/ml. 

Coversiips were then rinsed three times with 8-E buffer, and then rel~tive avidin. 

· incorporation. was ~stimate9 frorn ~ell fluorescence measured with a mi crop late 

reader, as ·described. above. · Maximum avid in binding occurred after about five 

minutes of incubation with avid in (Figure 1 OB). 

Therefore, for all subsequent experiments, ·cells on coverslips were rinsed . 

three trmes · with 8-E buffer, and then incubated at room temperature for. 15 

· minutes in 8-E buffer containing EZ-Link™ Sulfo-NHS-LC-LC-:Siotin, · 5 µg/ml. 

Coverslips were rinsed three times, then incubate~ at room temperature for 15 

minu·tes in 8-E b_uffer containing. lmmunoPure® avidin (Pierce), 0.01 mg/~L. 

Following avidin crosslinking, cov~rslips were rinsed three times with 8-E buffer 

before experiments. 

·In preparation for transmission electron microscopy, cells were crosslinked· 

in suspension (e.g., Figure 1·2). Cells grown in 75-cm2 flasks without poly-L

lysine coating were rinsed three times with -8-E buffer and then lifted with a 

plastic cell scraper and resuspended in 5 ml 8-E buffe_r containing EZ-Link™ · 

Sulfa-NHS-LC-LC-Biotin, 5 µg/mL. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation, rinsed 

with 8-E buffer, and then resuspended in 5 · ml 8-E buffer containing 

lmrnunoPure® avidin, 0.1 mg/~L. Cells were pelleted again by centrifugation, 

rinsed with 8-E buffer, and then subjected to-fixation as described below. Ce.II 

pellets prepared in parallel. with identical treatments were plated on glass 
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coverslips coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-L-lysine for confocal imaging and FRAP 

studies to confirm surface protein immobilization. _ 

K. Confocal Imaging and Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching 

Most confocal images were recorded using an inverted Zeiss LSM Meta 

510 or Leica DM-IRE2 confocal microscope on a 63x, 1.4-NA oil-immersion 

objective. For temperature-controlled images, a 40x, 0.6-NA water objective was 

· used_ on the stage of .a~ upright Zeiss LSM Meta 510 equipped with a water

jacketed heated collar. For images recorded on the Leica i~strument, green 

fluorescent proteins (peak excitation 489 nm, peak emission 509 nm)_ were 

excited with an argon laser (AL) at a wavelength of 488 nm wavelength with 50% 

tube current and ari acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF) at 5%. Reflected 

emissions were. routed through a 500-nm reflection short pass filter to a prism 

spectrophotometer (PS) with a detection range set at a window of 498 to 558 nm. 

Cyan fluorescent proteins (peak excitation 435 nm, peak emission 475 nm) were 

excited with an AL at a wavelength of 458 _nm with 50% tube current and an 

AOTF at 20%. Reflected emissions were routed through a 458-nm/514-nm 

double dichroic m_irror to a PS w!th a detection range set at. a window of 465 to 

478 nm. _Yellow fluorescent proteins (peak excitation 514 nm, peak emission 543 

nm) were excited with an AL at a wavelength of 514 nm.with a 50%.tube current 

and AOTF at 10%. Reflected emissions were rounted through a 488-nm/543-nm 
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double dichroic n:1irror to a PS witti a detection range set at a window of 550 to · 

575 nm. 

· For FRAP studies, several images were scanned and then a 1 to 5 µm

diameter circular region of interest (ROI) containing a strip of plasma membrane 

(PMHocalized fluorescence was · irreversibly photobieached through the entire·· 

depth of the side of a cell by setting the AOTF for all AL lines -to 100%. In this 

manner, recovery of fluoresc_ence was effectivel_y eliminated from directly above 

or below the bleached spot, and occurred due to the one-dimensional lateral 

diffusion of fluorescent molecules from the periphery of the ROI, which was 

monitored with scans at low AOTF transmission (e.g., Figure 6). Average pixel 

int~nsity was corrected for background bleaching, normalized, and plotted versus 

time. Because ROls were at least an order of magnitude larger than an Airy disk 
. . . 

(diffraction~limited spot), a uniform. beam intensity across the bleached area was 

assumed. Thus, . the re(?overy curve was fit to an·· empirical formula for one

dimensional diffusion modified from that given by Ellenberg et al. (1997), 
. . 

(Equation 4) 

where ft is the. fluorescen_ce intensify in the RO.I as __ a_ function of time, /initial is the 

bleached intensity, /mobile is the intensity recovered, w is the plasma membrane 

strip width within the ROI, _and _D. is the effective one-dimensional° diffusion 

constant. For this fit, the fluorescence intensity in the scan just prior to the 
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bleach was normalized to _ 1, an9. thus. the· mobile fraction. of fluorophores was 

calculated as 

. Mobile 'fraction = /mobile ( 1 - /initiaif 1. (Eq~ation 5) 

Calculated curves -that· produced mobile fractions greater than 1.2 (due to 

artifacts of cell movement or heterogeneous background photobleaching) were 

discarded from all stati_stical analysis, as they inherently u_nderestimated D. 

1 L. FRAP Analysis of l;linding 

·. Analysis of FRAP curves _ to extract ~inding information followed well

established methods (Carrero et al., 2004; Sprague ~t al., 2004; and Sprague 

and McNally, 2005). In our conditions., the time course of recovery. for PM

localized fluorescence from labeled G-proteins (Go-G) increased with the size of 

the· bleached spot (Figure 7), indicating that the process underlying this recovery 

was dominated by lateral diffusion in the. PM rather than binding _reactions 

(Sprague et al:, 2004) or delivery of proteins to t~e surface (Goodwin and 

Kenworthy, 2005). When diffusion limits this process, binding reactions within a 

ble~ched spot rapidly ac_hieve a local equilibriu~ (Sprague et al., 200~)- With 

these conditions, the term effective diffusion (Deff) was used to describe the 

slowed diffusion o_f G-proteins due to constraints imposed by immobile receptors 
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(e.g., Figure 24), and the receptor-G-protei_n binding. dissociation equilibrium was 

· derived from the equatio'n given by Sprague et al. (2004), 

' * . . -1 
Deft = Dt [1 + (k onlkoff)] , (Equation 6) 

where Dt is the diffusion coefficient of the molecule in the absence of binding, 

and k* onlkoff is the ratio of the pseudo-equilibrium constant, which is also the ratio 

of-bound/free molecules at equilibrium~ 

M. Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Avidin cr~sslinked cells pelleted in Eppendorf tubes (see section I) were 

placed in a fixative solution of 2% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde in ·_ 

0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4) at 4° C overnight. Pellets were _washed 

three times with 'o.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer ·for 15 minutes at room 

temperature. Pellets within tubes were then post-fixed in 4% osmium tetroxide 

for 1 hour, rinsed in distilled water, dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol· 

washes, and cleared with three changes of propylene oxide. Pellets· were 

infiltrated and polymerized in Embed 812 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, 

Hatfield, PA) with Araldite 502 epoxy resin (Structure Probe, Inc., West Chester, 

PA) overnight at 60° C. Ultra-thin sections were made and stained with uranyl 
.. 

acetate and lead citrate, and were examined and photographed u~ing a JEOL 

1010 transmission electron microscope. 
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N. Statistical Analysis , 

Curve fitting was performed with Origin 7.5 · (OriginLab) software .. 

' . 

Numerical values, .Plots,. and bar graphs for each experiment were expressed as 

. mean ± SEM, . and paranietrical statistical comparisons· were made using 

Student's unpaired ttest or analysis of variance (ANOVA). 



Ill.RESULTS 

Specific Aim 1 

Characterization of a fluorescent µ-opioid receptor (pH-MOR) 
I 

Our first specific aim was to test the hypothesis that the sensitivity and 

kinetics of GPCR signal transduction are dependent upon the lateral diffusion of 

receptors and their signaling_ components. In order to study _GPCR movement on 

the surfaces of cells, we adopted several strategies to place a pH:-sensitive 
r 

variant of the green fluorescent protein (superecliptic pHluorin) 186 at an 

extracellular location on the µ-opioid receptor (MOR) (Figure 2). Transfection of 

HEK 293 cells with one variant, in which pHluorin was fused to the· extracellular 

amin·o-terminus of MOR, resulted in a fluorescent signal. localized to the cell 

.periphery (Figure 2). 

Further characterization. of this construct (pH-MOR) demonstrated that it 

was efficiently ·expressed in· HEK 293 cells or cultured dissociated cerebellar 

granule neurons (CGNs) as a . complete fusion pr~tein, and ~as trafficked 

appropriately to the plasma membrane (PM) where it functiona.lly coupl~d to 

GIRK channels (Figure 3). Western blot analysis·-of lysate from_ transfected HEK 

293 cells demonstrated that the majority of GFP immunoreactivity was at a single 

band at the predicted ~85 kD for the full-length protein, in addition to some higher 
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Figure 2. Strategies for fluorescent G-protein-coupled receptor fusion proteins 

In order to selectively enrich fluorescence to G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) at the plasma membrane (PM), 

several strategies were adopted to embed the pH-sensitive green fluorescent pro,tein · variant pHluorin at an extracellular 
. . ..... . . . . 

site. The pHluorin sequence was placed after a cleavable signal sequence from human growth hormone and added to 
. . . . ' . . . . . ' 

the amino-terminus (N-terminal) of the wild~type rat µ-opioid receptor (MOf1, shown in red),· or to the amino-terminus of an 

extended mutant MOR with a recapitulated first and second transmembrane domain .(9TM, extra transmembrane domains 

shown in gray). The pHluorin sequence was also embedded in the first (EC1), second (EC2), and third (EC3) 

extracellular loops of MOR, and added to ~n extended mutant MOR with a recapitulated seventh transmembrane (BTM, 

extra transmembrane domain shown in gray). Th~ N-terminal and BTM variants were the only fusion prate.ins to be 

correctly localized. to· the periphery. However, unlike the N-terminal variant, · fluorescence of the BTM variant was not 

sensitive to extracellular pH changes, indicating that the fluorophore was intracellular (data not shown). Therefore, the N

terminal variant was the only fusion protein correctly delivered to the PM. 
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Figure 3. Functional Expression of pH-MOR 

. . 

A · GFP immunoreactivity of Jysate from HEK 293 cells transiently trar,sfected with plasmid DNA encoding pH/uorin (~27 

kD) or pH-MOR (~85 kD). The majority of pH-MOR protein ran as a single band at the predicted ~85 kD, indicating 

expression of the full-length protein. _B Comparison of'pH-MOR (top) and pH/uorin (bottom) by confocal microscopy. C 

Normalized fluorescence intensity recorded from single HEK 293 cells (n = 3 each) expressing pH-MOR is plotted versus 

time. Bu,ffers of varying pH·were applied where indicat~d, ·resulting-in a rapid decrease in fluorescence.that was almost 

complete after application of acidic (e.g., pH·= 6.0) b·uffer, indicating that the large majority of the fluorescence signal 
. . 

originates from fluorescent protein- that .was ·correctly oriented_ toward the extracellular-space. D Representative .whole- · 

· cell voltage clamp recording _ _.of- opioid-evoked GIRK current in a rat cerebellar granule neuron (CGN) transiently . . 

· expressing pH-MOR. Transfected cells were held at -·60 mV, stepped to -100 mV, and then ramped to O mV in a buffer· 

solution containing 30 mM KC/. Inwardly rectifying currents ·were elicited by application of the opioid agonist DAMGO (10 

µM). E Activated GIRK currents in. untransfected CGNs or CGNs _transfected with DNA plasmids encoding EGFP, wild

type ~OR, or pH~MOR (n ~ 3 each). Robust inwardly rectifying currents were elicited upon application of 10 µM DAMGO 

by cells expressing. wild-type MOR or pH-MOR, not by control or EGFP-expressing· cells. Results represent means · ± 

S.E.M. 
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order bands at several times the predicted size (Figure 3A). In comparison to 

cytosolic pHluorin, fluorescence of pH-MOR was· localized to the periphery of 

cells. (Figure 38). - Its PM localization and correct transmembrane orientation· 

· were confirmed by rapid application of acidic buffer, which immediately . 

decreased rriembrane-assqciated fluorescence, . indicating that the fluorophore 

had access to the extracellular_ space (Figure 3C). When expressed in CGNs; 

which lack endogenous opioid receptors, whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings 
. . 

demonstrated that pH-MOR activated ,endogeno~s . GIRK channels upon 

application of the opioid agonist [D~Ala~ ,N-Me-Phe4,Gly5-ol]-enkephalin (DAMGO) 

(Figures 3D and _3E). 

Kinetics of GIRK activation by endogenous receptors 

· In order to use a suitable assay for the efficiency of G-protein activation by 

pH-MOR in neuro_ns, we sought to measure the activation kinetics of endogenous 

GIRK channels, which open with virtually no delay after G-protein activation, and 

thus serve as rapid indicators of G-protein activity192
• Therefore, we first 

me_asured the kine~ics of GIRK activation mediated by endogenous GABA8 and 

M2-muscarinic receptors in cultured CGNs at 37 ° C. We found that pressure 

application of agonists· for GABAs _and M2-muscarinic receptors activated GIRK 

channels (Figure 4) with kinetics similar to those ·observed during synaptic 

activation 193
• GIRK currents evoked by saturating concentrations of the GABA8 . 

receptor agonist baclofen (200 µM) or the generic muscarinic receptor agonist · 



Figure 4. Curve-fitting of activated GIRK currents to a third-order exponential function 

A Representative whole-cell voltage clamp recording of agonist-activated GIRK current in a cerebellar granule neuron 

held at -80 mV in 30 mM KC/. The response Jag time is defined .as the time required for agonist~a.ctivated inward current ·. 

· to exceed two standard deviations from the mean holding current, measured prior to application of the agonist. Activated 

~urrent is curve-fit with a third-order Hodgkin and Huxley (HH) function, l(t) _=-A[1 "."'" exp(-tlr)f. B· Summary of response 

lag· time data for GIRK currents activated by endogenous receptors. Response Jag times for pressure application of 

saturating concentrations of bac/ofeh (200 µM) and carbachol (100 µM) were 1~2.07 ± 24.88 ms (n = 6) __ arid 151.44 ± 

33.08 IJ1S (n = 5), respectively. C Summary of time constant (r) data for the above activated GIRK currents curve-fit with 

· the third-order HH function. Time constants for GIRK currents activated by bac/ofen and carbachol were 204._77 ± 12.58 

ms and ·112. 99 ± 20. 71 ms, respectively. 
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carbachol (100 µM) fit 11icely to a third-order Hodgkin and Huxley function 

(Equation 1) (Figure 4A). This equation was applied with a· rationale from the 

currently h~ld view_ that at least three liberated Gl3y subunits must bind to each 

channel for maximal activation 191
. GA8As receptor-mediated current (n = 6) was 

evoked after a lag time of 122.07 ± 24.88 ms (Figure 48) and, increased with a 
. ' . 

time constant (r) ·of 204.7,7 ± 12.58 ms (Figure 4C). M2-muscarinic receptor- · 
. . 

. . 
' . 

mediated _curr~nt(n = 5) was evoked after a lag time of 151.44 ± 33.08 ms and 

increased· with a r of 112.99 ±. 20.71 r:r,s. Experiments measuring _changes·in 

holding current after rapid application of low K+ · solution indicated that these lag 

times included approxim_ate)y 8. ms. of· delay introduced. by dea_d time in the 

perfusion system 

Kinetics of GIRK activation by pH-MOR 

Having established a protocol for achieving fast GIRK responses ~ediated 

by endogenous receptors, we next examined the kinetics of GIRK activation by 

heterologously expressed pH-MOR. To determine if the CMV promoter-driven 

pH-MOR expression level could be low enough to be rate-limiting for GIRK . 

activation, CGNs were transfected with 1. 00, 350, or 500 ng/dish of plasmid DNA 
.. 

encoding pH-MOR (Figure 5}. . PM fluorescence intensity was increased by 

increasing concentrations of transfected plasmid DNA (Figure 5A and 58). In 

cells transfected with 100 ng/dish .· (n = 12), application· of a saturating 

concentration of DAMGO (100 µM) evoked GIRK current after a lag time- of 



Figure 5. GIRK channel activation rate can ~e limited by pH-MOR expression level 

A Averaged plasma memb_rane. fluorescence intensity' in confocal images of cerebellar granule neurons (CGNs) from 

culture dishes transfected with 100, 350, or 500 ng of plasmid DNA _ encoding . pH-MOR. B Summary of peak 

fluorescence intensity at the plasma membr_ane of the above CGNs. ·Peak fluorescence intensity o-, pH-MOR increases in 

relationship to DNA concentration. Results are expressed as mean± S.E.M. (*p < 0.05). C Averaged whole-cell voltage 

clamp recordings ofCGNs from culture dishes transfected with 100, 350, or 500 ng of plasmid DNA encoding pH-MOR (n 

= 12 each). Cells were held at -80 mV in· a buffer solution containing 30_mM KC/; and GIRK currents were elicited by a 
. . . . . 

rapid, 100-ms pressure application of a saturating concentration of the opioid agonist DAMGO_ beginning at time = 0 ms. 

D Summary of response lag time data for the above activated GIRK currents~ Response lag times were decreased in 

CGNs transfected with increasing concentrations of plasmid DNA. Results are expressed as mean± S.E.M. (*p < 0.05). 

E Summary of time . constant (r) data for the above activated GIRK currents curve-fit with a· third-order exponential. 

function. Time constants were decreased (tha( is, activation rates were increased) in CGNs transfected with increasing 

concentrations of plasmid DNA. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. (*p < O.;05). 
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117.60 ± 14.79 ms, that increased with a T of 85.30 ± 12.14 ms. This is in 

reasonable range of GIRK activation kinetics by en_dogenous muscarinic 

receptors (Figure 4). However, the kinetics were significantly increas·ed by 

adding greater concentrations of DNA. Transfection with· 350 ng/dish (n = 12) 

resulted in a iag time and T of 66.45 ± 14.79.and 45.98 ± 3.90 ms, respectively,. 

and 500 ng/dish (n_ = 12) resulted in a lag time and T of 56.45 ± 8.8'1 and 36.11 ± 

6.17 ms, respectively. At 350 and 500 ng/dish,. lag times and 1 values were 

·statistically different from those at 100 ng/dish (p < 0.05), but .not· from each 

other. These results indicate that transfection of plasmid DNA encoding pH

MOR at 100 ng/dish resulted. in an expression level that yielded GIRK activation · 

similar to that obtained from endogenous receptors and that this expression le\lel 

was rate"".limiting. 

Lateral diffusion of membrane-associated proteins 

Having determined pH-MOR to be amenable for functional _studies and 

measurement. of· surface behavior, we measured the lateral diffusion of it and 

similarly tagged receptors using fluorescence recovery ~fter Qhotobleaching 

WRAP) (Figure 6), in which the mobility of fluorescent molecules can be 

assessed by irreversibly bleachi~g them in discrete areas and then measuring. 

the rate at which they diffuse ~ack· into the bleached spots77
. By .bleaching a 

length of membrane-localized fluorescence.through the entire depth of the side of 

a cell, .recovery was eliminated from above and below the plane- of focus of the 



Figure 6. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching 

For FRAP studies, a circular region of interest (ROI) containing a strip of plasma membrane-localized fluorescence was 

irreversibly photobleached through the entire depth ·of the cell. A Representative confocal images (averages of 3 images 

each) of equatorial plasma membrane (PM) fluorescence from prenylated EGFP (mem-G) transiently expressed in an 

HEK 293 cell. The cell is shown prior to (pre), during (bleach), immediately after (0 s), and 30 seconds (30 s) after 

photobleaching of a 3-µm ROI. The.ROI is bleached through the entire depth of the cell, effectively eliminating FRAP_ 

from directly above or below the bleach spot. Thus, the measurement of lateral diffusion of fluorescent molecules from 

the periphery of the ROI is reduced to one-dimension._ Scale bar; -3 µm .. B Average pixel intensity in the ,bleached ROI is 

corrected for background ble~ching using _a reference- R·o1 and normalized. Average<;J FRAP curves are shown for eleven 

3-µm ROls in living HEK 293 cells express[ng mem-G (mobile) and for five. 5-µm ROls in cells fixed. with 4% 
' . 

parafomaldehyde for.comparison (immobile). C Projection image of an HEK293 cell transiently expressingpH-MOR and 

fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Complete photqbleaching of a 9-µm-diameter circular ROI at the PM equatorial plasma 
. . 

membrane resulted in bleaching of fluoroph[!res through -the entire depth of the cell (large arrow). Uniformity in partial· 

photobleaching of a· 9-µm circular ROI at the opposite pole of the cell demonstrates uniform beam· intensity across the 

bleach area, v:-,hich is around an _order of magnitude larger than an Airy disk (small arrow).. Scale bar,· 3 µm: 
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Table 4. Lateral mobility of G-protein-coup/ed receptors at 20° C 

GPCR Cell type Diffusion Coefficient D (µm2/s). Mobile Fraction M 
(listed alphabeUcally) 

A1-adenosine receptor . HEK 293 (n = 5) 0.54 ± 0.14 :o.9o ± 0.60 
pH-A1R 

; 

GABAs receptor HEK 293 (n = 5) 0.23 ± 0.058 · ,0.90 ± 0.108 

GABAsR1-GFPIGABA8R2 

M2-muscarinic receptor HEK 293 (n = 4) 0.30 ± 0.06 0.87 ± 0.13 
pH-M2R 

µ-opioid receptor HEK 293 (n = 5) 0.31 ± 0.08° :0.98 ± 0.07° . 
C-MOR. 
µ-opioid receptor HEK 293 (n = 10) 0.15 ± 0.02c · • 0.88 ± 0.03c 
pH-MOR_ 

cerebellar granule neuron. 0.44 ± 0.09° '0.87 ± 0.06° 
·in dissociated culture (n = 10) 

: 

cortical interneuron ·in slice culture (n = 3) 0.11 ± 0.04 '1.06 ± 0.11 

cortical pyramidal neuron 0.06 ± 0.01 :1.01 ± 0.10 
in slice culture (n = 2) 

\ 

cortical glial cell in slice culture (n = 3) 0.07 ± 0.02 1.04 ± 0.13. 

Figure 14; °Figure 24; cFigure 11; °Figure 15 
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bleached spot, and measurement of · Iateral diffusion of fluorescent molecules · 

from the periphery was reduced to one dimension. Thus, the .recovery c~rve was 

fit to an empirica·I function to derive a one-dimensional diffusion coefficient D and . 

. mobile fraction M (Equation 4)194
. Values for these parameters derived from 

FRAP measurements for pH-MOR and other GPCRs are shown in Table 4, and 

those derived for fluorescently tagged G-proteins ~re shown in Table 5. These 

values are· comparable to_ those reported for other GPCRs and for membrane

associated proteins· in general2· 111 . 

We next undertook an analysis of fluorescence recovery 'into bleached 

spots of varying size in order to determine if our FRAP measurements reflected 

lateral diffusion of fluorophores in the PM or the delivery of molecules _from areas 

. subjacent to the s_urface (Figure 7)._. If fluorescence· recovery is. due to iateral 

diffu$ion, then its time_ course should become longer as the size of the bleached 

spot increases, as fluorophores have to traverse a greater distance195. 

Conversely, if recov~ry reflects the rate of protein delivery to the .surface, or is 

limited by binding reactions 196 then that rate is independent of the size of the 
. . 

bleached spot. 

HEK 293 cells were transfected with plasmid DNA encoding pH-MOR or a 

GaoA subunit fused to EGFP (Go-G). FRAP curves were obtained for regions of 

interest (RO ls) of increasing size (Figu_re 7 A). In cells expressing pH-MOR, the 

rate of fluores·cence recovery into bleached ROls (n= 4 each) was pr~longed 

from an observed half-time [t1,2(o~s)] of 5.9 ± 0.4 s in a 1-µm ROI, to 12.4 ± 1.8 s 



Table 5. Lateral mobility of G-proteins at 20° C 

G-protein Cell type Diffusion Coefficient D Mobile Fraction M 
(µm2/s) 

GaoA HEK 293 (n = 3) 0.28 ± 0.03a · 1.08 ± 0.02a 
Go-G 

I 

GaoAJ31V2 HEK 293 (n = 10) 0.47 ±·0.05b 1.03 ± 0.03b 
Go-G expressed with Gf31Y2 

cultured cerebellar granule neuron (n = 8) 0.69 ± 0.13 1.07 ± 0.03 

Gaia'31V2 HEK 293 (n = 5) 0.38 ± 0.14c 1.02 ± 0.03c 
G{3y-BiFC-Y 
expressed with Ga;3 

GJ31V2 HEK 293 (n = 5) 0.36 ± o.oac 1.01 ± 0.06c 
G{3y-BiFC-Y 

I 

Figure 24; °Figure 24 and Table 6; C"fable 6 



Figure 7. Spot size analysis 

A Representative confocal images (averages of 3 images each) of equatorial plasma membrane (PM) fluorescence from 

pH-MOR transiently expressed in an HEK ·293 cell~ The cell is shown prior to (pre), immediately after (0 s), ten seconds 
. . 

. after (1 O s) and 60 seconds (30 s) after photobleaching of re.gions of interest· (ROls) of increasing size: 1 µm (small 

arrow),. 2 µm (medium arrow), and 3 µm (large arrow). Scale bar, 3 µm. s· Averaged FRAP curves for ROls of increasing 
. . . 

size of PM-iocalized pH-MOR fluorescence in HEK 293 cells. Inset table Summary data derived from t~e above FRAP · 

curves using a one dimensional ·diffusion equation (Eq. 2), showing •diffusion· coefficients (DJ, and observed f11'2 for 
' ' 

recovery (fobs)- Results represent means ± S.E.M.; *or** denotes significant ·difference from corresponding valqe in· 

---· preceding ROI. C Averaged FRAP curves for RO/s of increasing size of PM-localized fluorescence from a GaoA subunit , 

fused to EGFP (Go-G) in HEK 293 cells. Inset. table Summary data derived from the. above FRAP curves using a orie 
. . 

· dimensional diffusion equation· (Eq. 2), showing diffusion coefficients (DJ, and observed t112 for recovery (fobs)- Results 

represent means± S.E.M.; *or** denotes significant difference from corresponding value in preceding ROI.· 
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in ~ 2-µm ROI (ANOVA with post-hoc comparison, p ·< 0.05) .. Recovery was 

· even further prolonged ·to 21..4 ± 2.·1 s in a 3-µm ROI (ANOVA with -post-hoc . · 

comparisons to both,- p < 0.05). However, in all cases FRAP curve~ were fit to 

the empirical function for one-dimensional diffusio•n to yield a diffusion coefficient 

D near 0.1 · µm2/s (Figure 78). Similarly, in cells. expressing Go-G, the· rate of 

fluorescence recovery into bleached ROls was prolonged from a t112(obs) of 7.7 ± 
. . 

1.2 sin a 3-µm ROI (n = 6) t6 17.1 sin a 5-µm ROI (n = 6, p <. 0.05), while the 

calculated D values were 0.4 ± O:_ 1 and 0.5 ± 0."1 µm2/s, respectively (Figure 7C). 

The_se results indicate that in our conditions the. ~r(?cess of fluorescence recovery 

for receptors and· C3-proteins is dominated by lateral diffusion in the. PM _rather 

than binding reactions or the delivery ~f proteins to the .surface._ 

. Temperature dependence of pH-_MOR lateral diffusion and GIRK activation 

We next asked whether the frequency ·of receptor-G-protein collisions 

limits the speed of signaling. Since the activation energy for the rate-limiting step 

in a series of reactions· will have the most significant contribution to the overall 

activation energy, 197 
. we first approached the question by determining · the 

t~mperature dependence of both pH-MOR later~I diffusion and GIRK activation in 

neurons (Figure 8). If G-protein -activation is limited by collisions, then it should 

exhibit a dependence. on temperature similar to that of lateral diffusion of the 

colliding partners (i.e., similar 010). CGNs were transfected with plasmid DNA 

encoding pH-MOR (100 ng/dish), and the lateral diffusion of expressed pH-MOR 



Figure 8. Temperature dependence of pH-MOR lateral diffusion and activation of GIRK channels 

· A Representative confocal images ( averages of 3 images each) of equatorial plasma membrane (PM) fluorescence from 
. . 

pH-MOR at the soma of a cerebellar granule neuron (CGN) during a temperature~controlled FRAP experiinen"t. The cell is 

shown prior to (pre), immediately after (0 s), and 30 ~econds (30 s) · after photobleaching of a 2-µm region of interest (ROI, -

arrowhead). Scale bar, 1 µm. B Averaged FRAP cLJrves for 2-µm ROls at PMs of CGNs from culture dishes transfected 

with 100 ng of plasmid DNA encoding pH-MOR. CGNs were imaged with a 40x water objective (0.6 NA) on the stage of 

an upright Zeiss LSfv'/510 confocal microscope,_ at temperatures of 23° C (n = 3), 30° C (n = 5), and 37° C (n = 6) 

maintained with a water-jacketed heating collar. Inset Diffusion coefficients (DJ for pH-MOR plo_tted against temperature 
. . 

were.fit to the linear equation y = 0.13x + 0.01 (R-= 0.99, p < 0.02). From this equation, Q10 is calculated as D3B"c(D26"c = 

4.69/3.39 ~ 1.4. C Averaged whole-cell voltage clamp recordings of CGNs from culture dishes transfected with 100 ng of 
. , 

plasmid DNA encoding pH-MOR. Cells were held at-BO mV in a buffer solution containing 30 mM KC/, at temperatures of 

· 23° C (n = 7), 3.0° C·(n = 6), and 37° C (n = 7) maintained with a heating collar. GIRK currents were elicited by a rapid, 

100-ms pressure application of a saturating concentration of the opioid agonist DAMGO (10 µM) beginning at time = 0 ms. 

, Inset GIRK activation rate constants (k) were calculated as the· reciprocal of activation 'time constants (r), p!otfed against" 

temperature ·and were fit to the exponential equation y = 3.09 + 0.00295 exp(x/4.31). Q10 is calculated from this equation 

as k3s0clk2s0c = 15.614.32 ~ 3.6. 
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was measured, by FRAP at 23° C (n = 3), 30° (n = .5), and 37° (n = 6) (Figure 8A 

and 88). The calculated. diffusion coefficients for these conditions· were 0.14 ± 

0.00, 0.27 ± 0.12, and 0.38 ± 0.12, respectively, ·which were plotted against 

temperature and fit to the.linearequ~tion y·= 0.13x + 0.01 (R = 0.99; p < 0.02) 

(Figure 88 inset). From this equation, 010 for· lateral diffusion of pH-MOR was 

calculated as D3s0c/D2s0c = 4.69/3.39 ~ 1.4. The kinetics of GIRK activation were 

also measured at 23° C (n = 7), 30° (n = 6), and 37° (n = 7) (Figure 8C). GIRK 

currents_ elicited by a rapid, 100-ms pres~ure application of DAM GO had T values . 

of 269.90 ± 42.75, 161 ± 43.36, ahd 52.63 ± 7.60. ms for the respective 

temperatures. GIRK activation rate constants (k) were calculated as the 

reciprocal of activation time constants (r), and were 3.71, 6.22, -and .19.00 ·s-1, 

respectively: Plotted against temperature, these values were ·poorly fit to· the 

linear equation y = 1.09x - 23.1 (R = 0.93; p = 0.24), but fit very Well to the 

exponential equation y = 3.09 + 0.0030 exp (xi4.31) (R2 = 1.0). Q10 was 

calculated from this equation as k3s0dk2s0c = 15.60/4.32 ~ 3.6. These results 

indicate that pH-MOR lateral diffusion and GIRK activation do not share the 

. same tempera~ure dependence. 

Immobilization of pH-MOR 

Two molecules diffusing in a two-dimensional plane collide at a frequency 

that is proportional to their relative mobility, i.e., the sum of their diffusion 

coefficients9
. In CGNs, the diffusion coefficients for pH-MOR and Go-G at room 



Figure 9. Schematic representation of biotin-avidin immobilization of f/uorescently labeled G-protein-coupled receptor 

fusion proteins. 

G-protein~coupled receptors (GPCRs) bearing extracellular fluorophores are expressed at the plasma membrane for 

mobility studies.. . Cells are treated with N-hydroxysuccimide. (NHS)-biotin reagents, which 'torm amide· linkages with £

amino group~ of extracellular lysine residues and extracellular amino-termini of integral .membrane prot~ins. Biotinylated 

surface proteins··are tetravalently cross/inked by the protein avidin (Kd ~ 10~15 M). Thus, mobile GPCRs aggregate and 

become tethered byimmobile proteins. 
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-1temperature (~20° C) were ~.44 ± .. 0.09 and 0.69 ± 0.13 µm2/s, respectively 

(Tables 4 and 5), indicating that the diffusion of each .species could make a 

substantial contribution to· colli_sion frequency. Based on these . values, 

immobilization. of pH-MOR sh_ould decre_ase the frequency . of diffusion-based 

collisions by approximately 40%. 

We therefore developed a protocol for experimentally restricting the lateral 

mobility of pH-MOR, in order to determine the effects of receptor immobilization 

on signaling (Figure 9). Cells were treated with membrane~impermeant, amine

reactive N-hydroxysuccimide (NHS)-biotin reagents, followed by soluble avidin to 

crosslink membrane proteins in a nonspecific and essentially. irreversible manner. 
I 

In order to characterize this process, we examined the binding. of NHS-

t?iotin and avid in reagents to the surface of live cells (Figure 10). Cell surface 

biotinylation ~ith fluorescent NHS-biotin conjugates resulted in fluorescent signal 

localized to ·the P.M (Figure 1 0A). Simiiarly, incubation. of cells with fluorescent 

avidin conjugates following biotinylation resulted in fluorescent signal localized to. 

the P~ (Figure 1 0A). The optimum biotinylation and avidin incubation times for 

maximal fluorescence incorporation were approximately 15 minutes each (Figure 

1.08). Cells on coverslips were entirely coated with fluorescent avidin with the 

exception. of ventral areas of attachment, and avid in was immobile on the PM, as 

determined by FRAP (Figure 1 0C). Cells remained viable indefinitely after 

avidin-mediated crosslinking, and surface-bound avidin was endocytosed over 

the course of hours (Figure 1 OD).: 



Figure 10. Binding of NHS-biotin and avid in to the surface of live cells 

A Cell surface biotinylation with NHS-biotin-Ff TC resulted in a green fluorescent signal localized to the plasma membrane · · 

(PM) (top left). A phase contrast image of same field of view is shown on the· top right. Incubation of cells with avidin. 
. . 

conjugated to avidin~alexa 633 following biotinylation wit~ an unlabeled NHS-biotin reagent result(!Jd 'in a red fluorescent 

signal localized to the PM (shown _on bottom left); in c.ontrasi to control cells (no signal, shown on bottom rightt B · To 

determine the optimum incubation time for biotinylation (ieff graph), CHO-K1 cells in 24-well plates were incubated at 

room temperature in buffer containing NHS-biotin reagent, and ·then incubated with avi9in-FITC for 15 minutes. Relative 
- . . . . . 

avidin incorporation wa.s estimated by cell fluorescence, as measured by a microplate reader. . In orde_r to determine the 

optimum avidin incubation time (right graph),. cells were incubated with NHS-biotin reagent for 15 minutes, followed by 

incubation with avidir,-FITC for various times. Maximum avidin binding occurred within about 5 minutes. C Confocal 

image of an HEK 293 cell at the plane of the glass coverslip (shown on left). The coverslip was biotinylated and then 

incubated with avidin-alexa 633. Areas of cell attachment protect the ventral PM from cross/inking (center)._ Right graph 

is a summary of FRAP .curves indicating that fluorescen_t avidin is immobile· when bound .to the PM. D Epifluorescence 

images of CHO-K1 cells taken at 0, 1, 4, and 24 hours_ after cell surface biotinylation and incubation with avidin-. 

isothiocyanate (avidin-FITC). Avidin-FITC evident on the cell surface at 0hours is internalized over subsequent hours. 

After 24 hours, cells remain viable and- avidin-FITC is localized to intracellular vesicles. , · 
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We next measured the. effects of biotinylation and avid in crosslinking on · 

· the lateral diffusion of pH-MOR in HEK 293 cells (Figure 11 ). The mobile fraction . 

M of pH-MOR was reduced from 0.88 ± 0.03 (n = 10) to 0.14 ± 0.02 (n = 1 0; p < 

10-8
), and the diffusion coefficient D was reduced from 0.15 ± 0.02 µm2/s (n = 1 O) 

. . 

· to a value below the resol~tion o_f the method. We suspected- that the small 
. . 

amount of fluorescence recovery observed after avid in crosslinking was an ·. . . 

. . 

artifact of correction for background photobleaching. This appeared to be the · 

_. case, as a similar amount of recovery was apparent after covalent crosslinking ~ 

(fixation) using 4% paraformaldehyde (Figure 68, · immobile), which should 

completely immobilize proteins (M = 0.17 ± 0.02; n = _5; p = 0.40 compared to 

avid in, Figure_ 11 ). _ 
. . . 

The diffusivity values for molecules associated with the cytosolic face of 

the membrane, e.g., G~protein heterotrimers and. pre·nylated EGFP, were not _ 

affected by avidin -crosslinking of the_ external surface (Table 6), but. it was still 

possible that the · observed - immobHization of pH-MOR was due to · induced 

aberrations in membrane structure. Therefore, in order to examine the 

morphology of crosslinked cells _we developed a protocol to crosslink cells in 

suspension, in preparation for transmission electron microscopy (Figure 12). 

HEK 293 cells transfected with pH-MOR were scraped from culture flasks, avidin 

crosslinked in suspension~ and pelleted by centrifugation (Figure 12A). Pellets 

were then resuspended and cells were plated on _ poly-L-lysine-coated glass 

coverslips for immediate confocal microscopy. FRAP experiments in~icated that 



Figure 11. Lateral diffusion of pH-MOR is inhibited by avidin cross/inking 
. . . 

Representative confocal images of HEK- 293 cells expressing p°H-MOR after cell surface biotinylation or biotinylation 

followed by a·vidin cross/inking._ Cells are show(l prior to· (pre), Immediately after (0 s), · and 80 seconds (80 s) after 

photob/eaching a 5-µm region of interest (ROI,· arrow) on the plasma membrane. Adjacent to each set of images -( right), 

averaged FRAP curves for 5-µm RO/s on control (n .= 10) and avidin cross/inked (n = 10) cells were corrected for 

background bleaching, normalized, and plotted versus time. 

From curve fitting to a one-dimensional diffusion equation (Equation 2), pH-MOR in control cells had a mobile fraction M 

of 0.88 ± 0.03 and a.diffusion_coefficief_lt D of 0.15 ± 0.02 µm2/s: Avidin cross/inking .reduced M to 0.14 ± 0.02 (p < ·10-8) 

and D to a value below the resolution of the method. 
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Table 6. Effects of avidin cross/inking on lateral mobility of membrane~associated molecules in HEK 293 cells 

Molecule Control D 
(µm2/s) 

Crosslinked D (µm:t:/s) Confrol M Crosslinked M 

GaoAJ31V2 0.47 ± 0.05 (n = 10)8 0.35 ± 0.06 (n = 12)a 1.03 ± 0.03 (n = 10)8 · 1.10 ± 0.02 (n = 12)8 
Go-G expressed with ,Gf31Y2 · 

Gai3J31V2 0.38 ± 0.14 (n = 5t · 0.29 ± 0.06 (n = 6) 1.02 ± 0.03 (n = 5)° . 1.1 0 ± 0. 03 (n = 6) 
G{3y-BiFC-Y expressed with Ga;3 

. GJ31V2 0.36 ± 0.08 (n = 5t 0.42 ± 0.08 (n = 5) 1.01 ± 0.06 (n = 5)° : 1.0~ ± 0.04 (n = 5) 
G{3y-BiFC-Y 

' 

prenylated EGFP 0.82 ± 0.08 (n = 11t 0.60 ± 0.01 (n = 1st 1.06 ± 0.09 (n = 11t : 1.oa ·± 0.09 (n = 1st 
mem-G 

Linker for Activation of T-cells 0.34 ± 0~08 (n = 5t · 0.33 ± 0.05 (n = 7t 1.13 ± 0.03 (n = 5t 1.02 ± 0.03 (n = 7t 
LAT-Y 

GIRK channel 0.13 ± 0.03 (n = 4) · 0:20 ± 0.09 (n. = 7) 1.07 ± 0.04 (n = 4) , 0.27 ± 0.04 (n= 7)* 
GIRK1-EYFPIGIRK4 

Figure 24 and Table 5; 0Table 5; cFigure 25; *control vs._ crosslinked p < 0.05 



Figure 12. Suspension cross/inking for electron microscopy_ 

A In preparation for transmission electron microscopy (EM), HEK 293 cells_ were cross/inked in suspension.- Cells were 

scraped from cu/ture
1 

flasks and resuspenc!ed in biotinylation solution. Cells were pelleted by centriguation, rinsed, and 

resuspended with soluble avidin. Cells were pelleted again and either ·resuspended for plating on poly-L~lysine-coated_ 

glass coverslips for immedia"te FRAP experiments or were placed in. fixative solution and ~ubjected-to further processing 
. . . . 

for EM studies. B Representative confo'ca/ images (averages of 3 images each) of equatorial plasma membrane (PM) 

fluorescence from pH-MOR in HEK 293 cells· during FRAP measurements after cdntro/. treatments or suspension 

cross/inking. Cells are shown prior to (pre), immediately after (0 s), and 30 seconds (30 s) after photob/each/ng of a 3-µm 

region of interest (arrow). Lack of fluorescence recovery in suspension cross/inked. cells indicated that pH-MOR was 

· immobili~ed at the PM, similar to cross/inking of plated· cells. Scale bar, 3 ·µm. C Representative electron micrograph of 

HEK 293 cells after suspension cross/inking. Cells pelleted in _Eppendorf tubes were placed in a fixative solution of 2% 
. . . - . 

paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaraldehyde, post-fixed with _osmium tet~oxi~e, then dehydrated and cl~ared. Pellets were 

embedded in epoxy resin, sliced into ultra-thin sections and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Photograph at 

4000x using a JEOL 101 transmission electron microscope. - Scale· bar, 2 µm. 
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pH-MOR became immobilized at the PM using the suspension· crosslinking 

protocol (Figure 128). In parallel, crosslinked pelleted Gells were placed in 

-· fixative solution and subjected· to further proces_sing for EM studies (Figure 12C). 

In some cases, crosslinking caused the smooth contour of PM fluorescence· 

distribution iri control cells to be c~anged to a clustered or clumpy appearance, 

as observed by confocal· microscopy_ (Figure 13A). However_, in electron 

micrographs this apparent aggregation at the PM was not evident, and no 

differences were observed . in cell morphology at magnifications of 75,000x and 

· 200,000x (Figure 138). 

Another possibility for the observed· immobilization of pH-MOR by avidin 

crosslinking was the formation of membrane "corrals" by ·the aggregation of : 

proteins at the membrane 198
• If this were the case, then there should be s·imilar· 

I , • • ' • 

~ffects on all transmembrane proteins, whether or. not they became avidiri 

crosslinked. However, avidin crosslinking had no effect on the diffusion of the 

single transmembrane protein !:inker for Activation of T-cells (LAT) fused to a 

cytosolic EYFP (LAT-Y) (Table 6). Based on these observations, we hypothesize· 

that the mechanism for immobilization _is,the 'tetheri_ng of ·freely mobile pH-MOR. 

proteins to ·other biotinylated integral membrane proteins that are already 

immobile ·at the surface. 



Figure 13. Cell morphology is unaffected by avidin cross/inking · 

A Representative confocal images of equatorial plasma membrane (PM) fluorescence of HEK 293 cells expressing pH

MOR afte~ control treatments or avidin cross/inking for comparison. In some ·cases, cross/inking caused fluorescence 
' . . . 

distribution to be changed from the smooth contour observed in control cells .(top) to a clustered appearance (bottom). 

B Representative electron micrographs of HEK 29'3 cells expressing pH-MOR after control treatments or suspension 

cross/inking. Aggregation at ~he PM. in some confocal images was not evident, and no differences were observed in cell · 

morphology at magnifications of 75, 000x (left) or 200, 0,O0x (right) between control and crosslinkep cells. 
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Endogenous GABAs receptor activation is abolished by avidin. cross/inking . 

In order to further characterize the mechanism of immobilization by ~vidin 

crosslinking, we examined its effects on. a process that requi~es intramolecular 

movements · on the angstrom scale: The ligand-binding pocket · of the GABA8 

receptor is located in a periplasmic binding protein (PBP) motif at its extracellular 

amino terminus, which upon activation is thought to undergo large-scale 

stru<?tural rearrangements, similar to other GPCRs of its far:nily199 
.. The PBP of. 

the GABA8R 1 subunit, which is responsible for .ligand recognition and 

activation200
, contains about 40 lysine residues, some of which could react with 

amine~reactive NHS-biotin reagents, . locking the domain into one conformation -

~fter avidin · crosslinking (Figure 14A). To test the hypothesis that aviqin 

crosslinking would immobilize and inactivate the ligand-binding domain of the 

GABA8R 1 subunit, we examined the eff~cts of avid in crosslinking on GABA8 

receptor-mediated activation of GIRK channels. In order to confirm that NHS

biotin reagents and avidin wou-ld have access to lysine residues of endogenous 

receptors at the surface, GFP-tagged GABAsR1 subunits with native extracellular 

topography were coexpressed with GABAsR2 supunits (1:10) in HEK 293 cells. 

Fluorescent GABA8 receptors were delivered to the PM and immobilized by 

avidin crosslinking (Figure 148). We next measured baclofen-evoked GIRK 

currents in untransfected CGNs after control treatments (n = 6) or crosslinking (n 

= 7). As predicted, rapid GIRK currents evoked by a pressure application of a 

saturating concentration of agonist (200 µM} were abolished by crosslinking 



Figure 14. Endogenous GABAa receptor activation is abolished by avidin cross/inking 

A Schematic representation of putativ~ acti~ation mechanism of the ligand-bound dimeric GABAa receptor. Binding of 

GABA (green) to the extracellular d~main of the GABAaR1 subunit (red) resu/ts,in the closure of the bilobate structure· 

required for activation. The GABAaR2 subunit (gray) does not participate in ligand binding. The GABAaR1 subunit . 

extracellular domain contains ~40 lysine residues, some of which could react with amine-reactive biotinylation reagents, 

locking the domain into one -conformation after avidin cross/inking. B GABA8 receptors with native extracellular topology 

. are immobilized by avidin cross/inking. Averaged FRAP curves for 5-µm regions of interest of plasma-membrane 

localized fluorescence _from GFP-labeled GABAaR1 receptors coexpressed with GABA8R2 (1:10) in HEK 293 cells. -

Curves are from control (black, n = 6) or avidin cross/inked (red, ·n = 6) cells. C Averaged whole-cell .voltage-clamp 
. . . I 

recordings of bac/ofen-evoked GIRK currents in untransfected cerebellar granule neurons after control treatments (black, 
. . ' 

, n = 6) or avidin cross/inking (red, n = 7). Cells were held at-BO mV_in a ·buffer solution containing 30 mM KC/, and GIRK 

currents, were elicited by a rapid, 100-ms pressure application of a saturating concentration of agonist (200 µM). 

Baclofen-evoked GIRK currents were completely abolished by avidin cross/inking. 
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(Figure 14C). These results · suggest that avidin crosslinking can . reduce 

intramolecular movements on the angstrom level. 

Rapid activation of GIRK ch~nnels by immobilized pH-MOR 

In ·contrast t~ the GABAs receptor, the ligand-binding pocket of MOR is 

thought to be located. in a deep c_revice .f<:mned by transmembrane helices20
~ and 

therefore · ligand_-binding should .not · be affected by immobilization of the 

extracellular amino-terminal . portions of pH-MOR. We therefore compared 

. activation of GIRK channels by mobile. and immobi!e pH-MOR in transfected 

CGNs (Figure 15). We first verified that avidin-mediated crosslinking immobilized 

pH.-MOR in these cells; D was reduced from 0.44 ± 0.09 µm2/s (n = 10) to a value 

below the res(?lution of the method, and M was reduced from o:87 ± ·0'.06 to 0.13 

± 0.02' (n = 10; p < .10-8
; Figure 15A). We next examined the kinetics of GIRK 

. . 

channel opening after ·rapid application of DAMGO. Neither onset kinetics, nor 

response amplitudes were significantly changed by crosslinking (Figure 158). At 

37°C the lag time for GIRK channel activation was 53 ± 7 ms in control neurons 

(n = 10), and 53 ± 7 ms in crosslinked neurons (n = 1 O; p = 0.95), and r values 

were 42 ± 9 and 60 ± 11 ms, respectively (p = 0.24 ). These results· suggest that 

receptor-G--protein collisions are not the rate-lim!ting step in signal transduction, 

. and that G-proteins and GIRK channels can be activated with kine~ics suffici~nt 

for synaptic transmission even when the lateral mobility of the upstream GPCRs 

is restricted. 



Figure· 1 s. Kinetics of GIRK activation by pH-MOR are unchanged after avidin cross/inking 

A Averaged FRAP curves f9r 5-µm regions of interest of plasma membrane-localized pH-MOR fluorescence in cerebellar 

granule neurons (CGNs) after control treatments (n = 10) or ;;ividin cross/inking (n = 10). B Averaged whole-cell voltage 

clamp recordings of DAMGO-evoked GIRK currents in CGNs expressing pH-MOR after control treatments (black, n = 1 OJ 

or avidin cross/inking (ref:1, n = 10). Cells_ were held at -80 mV in a ·buffer solution containing 30 mM KC/, and GJRK 

currents were elicited by a rapid, 100-ms pressure application of a saturating concentration of agonist. · C Summary lag 
. , . - . 

· time, time constant, and peak amplitude data from control (white, n_ = 10) and avidin crosslinked_(gray, n = 10) neurons. 

Results are means ±··s.E.M; t-test p ?-- 0.05 for all comparisons. 
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Finally, we examined the steady;..state sensitivity of pH-MOR activation :of 

GIRK channels (Figure 16). Since steady-state GIRK activity depends on the 

rates of G-protein activation and deactivation, a change in either would be 

expected to affect agonist sensitivity. The G-protein (and GIRK channe_l) 

deactivation rate reflects the rate · of GTP hydrolysis, which depends· on · the 

interaction of Ga-GTP with Regulator of G-protein Signaling (RGS) proteins202
• 

203
• This interaction is entirely intracellular, and is thus un.likely to be affected by 

avidin crosslinking. Therefore, steady-state agonist sensitivity can be considered 

a more direct i_ndicator of the G~protein activation rate than the rate of channel 

activation after rapid agonist application, since the latter could be limited by the 

rates of ligand bintji~g and receptor activation.. Concentration-response curves 

were generated by applying a range- of ·agonist concentrations to control· and 

avidin crosslinked neurons (Figure _16A). Agoni~t sensitivity was not significantly 

altered by crosslinkin~. ECso values were 215 ± 68 nM in control neurons .(n = 7) 

and 74 ± 15 nM in avidin crosslink~d neurons (n, = 7; p = 0.07_; Figure 168) .. · 

These EC.so values are similar to those reported for locus ceruleus- neurons· that 

express endogenous MOR ·and GIRK channels204
, suggesting that the number ·of 

pH-MOR proteins expressed in CGNs after transient -transfection was within the 
' . ' 

physiologically-relevant ra·nge~ This result suggests that the rate of G-protein 

activation in this system does not depend on ~he lateral mobility of GPCRs. 



· Figure 16. Sensitivity of G/Rk activation by pH-MOR is unchanged after avidin cross/inking 

A Averaged whole-cell voltage clamp recordings of current from control (n = 7) and avidif! cross/inked (n =7) cerebellar 

granule neurons during perfusion with increasing concentrations of DAMGO, which was applied where indicated by the · 

horizontal bars. B Concentration-response curves for the same cells shown in panel A. ··Results are means± S.E.M; 

smooth curves are logistic fits to the data. ECso values were 215 ± 68.nM in control neuro,:,s (n = 7) and 74 ± 15 nM in 

avidin cross/inked neurons (n .= 7),. and were slightly but not significan.fly different (cross/inked sensitivity is slightly 

increased, p = 0.07). 
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Activation of immobilized GIRK channels by immobilized GPCRs 
. . . 

As our first specific aim was to test the hypothesis that the sensitivity and 

kinetics of GPCR signal transduction are dependent upo_n the lateral diffusion of 

receptors c:1nd their signaling components, we were also interested in studying 
. . 

the effects of GIRK channel immobilization on signaling~ FRAP measurements 

indicated that a GIRK channel _subunit (GI_RK1 )· tagged cytosolically with EYFP 

but ·with native _extracellular topography was immobilized by avidin crosslinking 

(Table 6), but ·it was unclear what portion of these su~units were at ~he surface. 

We therefore adopted several strategies to place pHluorin at extracellular sites · · 

on the ·GIRK channel, in order to observe GIRK channel movements at the PM 

(Figure 17). Variants in which ar:, extracellular pHluorin was fused to th~ 

cyto.solic amino-terminus of the channel via a trans~embrane · linker sequE:mce 

(pH-TM-GIRK) were successfuily delivered to the PM. 

A currently accepted view is that GIRK channels are maximally activated 

upon· binding of libe~ated G(3y · subunits to three of the four subunits of -the 

tetramer191
. A variati_on of this theme is that_ Gai10-family subunits are docked to 

channel tetramers to" rapidly provide G~y. subunits for specific signaling 19
• 

205
• 

206
. 

If· this. were the case, then maximal .. activation of a common population of 

channels by multiple receptor types207 would require diffusional "swapping" of 

receptor-G-protei.n (R-G) pairs to allow the requisite thre~ pairs to i"!_teract with 

the channel (Figure 18A). 



Figure 17. Strategies for generating fluorescent GIRK channels 

In order to selectively enrich fluorescence to G-protein-activated inwardly rectifying potassium (GIRK) channels at the 

plasma membra[Je (PM), several strategies were adopted to embed the pH-sensitive green fluorescent protein variant 

pHluorin at an extracellular site. 

In one approach (showri in· top images), the pHluorin sequence was inserted between the cleavable signal sequence from 

human growth hormone and the first transmembrane domain of the· rat µ-opoid receptor, which was linked to the cytoso/ic 

_amino-terminus of GIRK1 (pH-TM-GIRK1) or GIRK4-S143T (pH-TM-GIRK4j. pH-TM-GIRK1 required coexpression of 

GIRK4 for correct delivery to the PM, while pH-TM~GIRK4* arrived unassisted. 
. . 

The pHluorin sequence was also embedded in the extracellular loop of GIRK4-S143T (GIRK4*-EC-pH). · Neither this 

construct, nor a version that was concatenated to GIRK1 _ sequence (concat. GIRK1-GIRK4*-EC-pH) .was correctly · 

delivered to the PM. 
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Figure 18. Occlusive activation of immobilized GIRK channels _by two populations of immobilized GPCRs 

A Schematic representation of multiple GPCRs in lateral diffusion to converge on a_ single GIRK channel with pre

assembled G-proteins. Binding of 3 Gf3y subunits is required for maximal ungating of the char,nel. B Averaged FRAP 

curves for 3-µm regions of interest_of plasma membrane-localized fluorescence from coexpressed pH-MOR, .P~-A1R, and 

pH-TM-G!RK4* in HEK 293 cells. Curves are from control (black, n = 5) or avidin cross/inked (red, n = 4) cells. C 

Representative whole-cell voltage-clamp recording of adenosine-evoked GIRK current in an HEK 293 cell expressing pH-
. . 

MOR, pH-A1R, and pH-TM-GIRK4*. Transfected cells were held at -60 inV, stepped to -100 mV,· and then ramped to 0 
. . 

mV in a buffer solution containing 30 mM KC/. Basal inwardly rectifying currents during perfusion of bath solution (Con) 

were· incr~ased by application of 50 µM adenosif!e (Ado) and were blocked by 200 µM BaC/2 (Ba2+). D Representa'tive 

· whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings of adenosine-evoked and opioid-evoked GIRK current in HEK 293 cells expressing 

pH-MOR, pH-A1R, and pH-TM-GIRK4*, after control treatments (open circles, n = 9) or avidin cross/inking (closed gray 
. -

circles, n = 7). Current during a step to -100 mV was plotted over time. Cells were treated with saturating concentrations 

of adenosine (Ado) .(50 _µM), DAMGO (10 µM), or both, followed by application_of 200 µM BaC/2_ (Ba2+). E Summary data . 

for agonist-evoked GIRK currents in control (n = 9) and avidin cross/inked (n = 7) cells. Current was normalized to the 

maximal response for each individual .cell. Currents e/icitf!d by application of a saturating concentration of a single agonist 

_were not increased by saturating concentrations of both agrmists. Results represent means± S.E.M. 

/ 
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In order to -examine this possibility, we tested the ability of multiple 

populations of immobilized receptors to activate a common · population of 

immobilized channels. HEK 293 cells were cotransfected with pH-MOR, a 

similarly pHluorin-tagge~ A1-adenosine receptor (pH-A1 R), and a pHluorin-tagged 

· homomeric GIRK4 subunit. (pH-TM-GIRK4*) possessing an S143T mutation that 

imparts the benefit of high bas~I ·activity to confirm channe·I function after 

crosslinking 189. All three fluorescent constructs were mobile. at the surface after 
. . 

control treatments (n = 5), and were collectively immobilized by avidin 

crosslinking (n = 4), as measured by FRAP (Figure 188). The pH-A1 R (Figure 

18C) and pH-MOR fusion pro~eins functionally coupled to pH-TM-GIRK4*, and 

activated the channel with saturating concentrations of respective agonists (50 

µM adenosine and 10 µM DAMGO) after contra-I treatments (n = 9) or avid in 

crosslinking (n = 7) (Figure 18D and 18E). Channel function was maintained 

after avidin crosslinking, as determined by inhibition of basal activity with 200 µM -

BaCl2 (Figure 18D). 

The degree of additivity for each pair·of agonists was quantified for each 

cell according to the method of Sodickson and Bean (1998)207 as (/pair - {max) / /min .. 

(Equation 3), where /pair is the current elicited by both agonists applied 

simultaneously, /max is the larger response to a single agonist, and /min is the 

smaller response to a single agonist. By this analysis, a value of 1 is ~omplete 

additivity, or lack of sharing of sig~aling components, and O is complete 

occlusion, or complete sharing._ The summary of mean agonist responses 
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normalized for individual cells is shown in . Figure 18E. The mean degree of 

ad_d1tivity for e~ch cell was -0.08 ± 0.06 for control cells and -0.09 ± 0.04 for 

crosslinked cells (p = 0.97), with slightly negative· values indicating complete 

occlusion. with some degree of desensitization during the· course of the 

experiment. These· results indicate that, maximal activation of a common 

population of channels by multiple receptor types does not require diffusional 

"swapping11 of recep'tor-G-protein pairs docked at GIRK channels .. 

Activation of immobilized GIRK channels by immobilized GPCRs and G-proteins 

We had observed that receptors and G-proteins have different diffusion 

characteristics in neurons (Tables 4 and 5), . indicating · that at least some 

populations of these species . are independent of each other at the membrane. 

However, we so far had also observed that immobilizing receptors and channels 

had no functio_nal consequences for signaling (Figures· 15 and 18). · Therefore, 

continuing· with our first specific aim to test the hypothesis that the sen~itivity and 

kinetics are d_ependent upon the_ lateral diffusion of receptors and, by extension, . 

the frequency of collisions betwee~ receptors arid G-proteins,_ we sought to 

examine the effects of G-protein immobilization on signaling. We adopted 

several strategies to selectively enrich fluorescence to G-proteins at the plasma 

membrane and tether them to domains that access the extracellular space for 

biotinylation and avidin crosslinking (Figure 19). Fusion proteins linking the 

intracellular carboxy terminus of pH-MOR to the amino-terminus of Gai1 (pH-



Figure 19. Strategies for immobilizing fluorescent G-proteins 

In order to immobilize G-proteins, several strategies were adopted ·to selectively enrich fluorescence to G-proteins at the 

plasma membrane and tether them to domains that access the extracellular space for biotinylat,on and avidin cross/inking. 

Fusion proteins linking the intracellular carboxy-terminus of pH-MOR to the amino~terminus _ of Ga, and those linking the 
. . 

first. transmembrane domain of pH-MOR to Ga were successfully delivered to °the membrane. An attempt to embed Ga in 

the fir.st cytosolic loop· of pH-TM-GIRK4* resulted in a misfolded protein th~t was not delivered to the membrane. 
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MOR-Gai1) and those linking the first transmembrane domain of pH-MOR to Ga 

(pH-TM-Gai1 and pH-TM-Gai3) were successfully delivered to the PM (Figure 19). 

We then examined whether G-protein immobilization, in· addition to 
, . . 

receptor and channel immobilization, had an effect on signaling (Figure 20). G- · 

protein subunits. used in the fusion proteins contained a C351 G mutation that 

rendered them insensitive to -pertussis toxin (PTX), which catalyzes ADP

ribosylation of _a carboxy terminal - cysteine residue important for functional -

· receptor-G-protein coupling208
. In HEK 293 cells expressing pH-~1R and pH-TM

GIRK4*, treatment oyernight with 500 ng/dish PTX blocked GIRK responses 

elicited by application of 50 µM adenosine (Figure 208). · Adenosine responses 

were rescued by coexp"ression of the PTX-insensitive pH-TM-Gai1 after control 

treatments of avidin· crosslinking (Figure 20B). Peak GIRK current amplitude 

(-fold over basal current) elicite~ by 50 µM adenosine Was not differe.nt between· 

control (n = 9) or avidin crosslinked ·(n = 9; p = 0.74) cells expressing pH-A1R, 

· - pH-TM-Gai1, and pH-TM-GIRK4*, and treated _overnight with 500 ·ng/dish -PTX 
( 

(Figure 20C). These results indicate that a substantial portion of the population 

of adenosine receptors _ and G-proteins must be associated prior to agonist 

activ_a_tion. 

· Sharing of immobilized GIRK channels by immobilized GPCRs and G-proteins 

We next _examined the ability of multiple populations of immobilized 
. . ' 

receptors to activate a common population of immobilized channels -through a 



Figure 20. Activat!on of immobilized GIRK channels by immobilized GPCRs and G-proteins 

A Schematic representation of pH-A1R, pH-TM-Gai1, and pH-TM-GIRK4* at the plasma membrane. B Representative 

whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings of HEK 293 cells expressing pH-A1R and pH~TM-GIRK4*. Treatm__ent overnight with 

500 ngldish pertussis toxin (PTX) blocked (3IRK responses elicited by application of 50 µM adenosine (Ado). Adenosine 

responses were rescued by coexpression of PTX-insen_sitive pH-TM-Gai1 after control treatments or avidin cross/inking. 

Basal inwardly rectifying currents (Con) were blocked by 200 µM BaCl2 (Ba2+). C Summary data pf peak GIRK current . 

amplitude elicited by 50 µM adenosine in control (white bar, n = 9) or avidin cross/inked (gray bar, n = 9) cells expressing 

, pH-A1R, pH-TM-Ga;1, and pH-TM-GIRK4*, and treated overnight with 500 ngldish PTX. Results represent means ± 

S.E.M. (t-test p = 0. 74). 
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common population . of immobilized G-proteins. During optimization of these 

experiments, we found that pH-MOR had a d~creased ability to interact with pH

TM-Gai1 compared with pH-A1R (data not shown}, _and therefore sought 

alternative fusion proteir:,s to study channef sh~ring ~ith pH-A1 R. In a first 

experiment, HEK 293 cells coexpressing pH-MOR-Gai1, pH-A1R, and pH-TM

GIRK4* were treated overnight with 500 _ ng/dish PTX to- block signaling by 

endogenous Gva-family proteins (Figur~ 21A)'. GIRK ·currents were elicited by 50 

µM adenosine or 10 µM DAMGO in both control (n = 5) and avid in crosslinked (n 

= 4) cells,_ although DAMGQ responses were not as robust as those of adenosine 

(Figure 21 B and 21 C). GIRK responses also appeared to be smaller in ·avidin 

crosslinked cells, although highly variable and not statistically significant (A~OVA 

p = 0.24). 

In a second experiment, HEK 293 cells coexpressing pH-MOR, pH-A1 R, · 

pH-TM-Gai3,. and pH-TM-GIRK4* were treated overnight with 500 ng/dish PTX 

(Figure 21D). GIRK currents were elicited- by 50 µM adenosine or 10 ·µM _ 

DAMGO in both control (n = 4) and avidin crosslinked (n = 3) cells (Figure 21 E 

and 21 F). The degree of additivity for each pair of agonists was quantified using 

Equation 3, where a value of 1 is complete additivity, or lack of sharing of 

signaling components, and O is complete occlusion, or_ complete sharing.· The 

summary of mean agonist responses normalized for individual cells is shown in_ 

Figure 21 F. The r:nean degree of additivity for each cell was ~0.56 ± 0.21 for 

control cells, a negative value indicating complete occlusion with qesensitization, 



Figure 21. Decreased sharing of immo~ilized GIRK chann·els by immobilized GPCRs and G-proteins 

A Schematic representation of pH-MOR-Gai1, pH-A1R, and pH-TM-GIRK4* cof[Jxpressed at th(;) plasma membrane. B 

Representative whole-cell voltage-clamp recording of an HEK 293 cell coexpressing pertussis toxin (PTX)-insensitive pH

MOR-Ga;1, pH-A1R, and pH-TM-GIRK4*, ·and treated overnight with 500 ngldish P.TX to block signaling by endogenous 

Gv0-family proteins.: Current during a step to -100 mV was plotted over time. _Cells were perfused with saturating 

concentrations of adenosine (Ado) (50.µM) or DAMGO (10 µM) followed by 200 µM BaC/2 {Ba2+J~ C Summary data for 

agonist-evoked GIRK currents (-fold over.basal current) in control (n = 5)- and avidin cross/inked (n = 4) cells during 

perfusion with 50 µM adenosine (open.bars), or 10 µM DAMGO (gray bars). Results represent means± S.E.M. (ANOVA 

p·= 0.24). D Schematic representation ~f pH-MO~, pH-A1R, pH-TM-Ga;3, pH-A1R, ·and pH-TM-GIRK4* coexpressed at 
. , ~ . 

the plasma membrane. E Representative whole-cell voltage-clamp recording of ~n HEK 293 cell coexpressing PTX- . 

insensitive pH-TM-Ga;3, pH-MOR, pH-A1R, and pH-TM-_GIRK4*, and treated overnight wit. h 500 ngldish PTX to block . 

signaling by endogenous Gv0-family proteins. Current during a step to -100 mV ·was plotted. over time. Cells were 
. . 

perfused with. saturating concentrations ofadenosine (Ado) (50 µM) · or DAMGO (10 µM), or both, followed by 200 µM 

BaC/2 (Ba2+j.' F Summary data for agonist-evbked G/RK curre~ts in contr~I (n = 4) and avidin. cross/inked (n= 3) cells. · 

Current was normalized to the maximal response for each individual cell. Results represent means ± S. E. M. Fractional 

additivity of agonist-e/icited currents was increased in avidin cross/inked cells. . 
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a~d 0.49 ± 0.15 for crosslinked cells (p < 0:02), indicating a decrease in sharing 

of sign·aling components between the receptor types. These results suggest that: 

a substantial portion of both receptor populations must be associated with . G

p rote ins prior to agonist activation, and that complete shadng 'of effectors 

requires lateral diffus•ion of at least some of t~e components. 

Specific Aim 2 

From our experiments in Specific_ Aim 1 we_ had _.found that, although 

receptors and G-proteins can have populations with discrete diffusive properties, 

each of which having the propensity to· c~ntribute substantially ·to the frequency 

of collisions (Table_s 4 and_ 5), tt)ere appeared fo be no functional consequences · 

from receptor immobilization· (Figure 15). ·, One possib-le explanation· is· that 

despite a substantial decrease_ in the _frequency of receptor-G-protein (R-G) 

collisions, some other step in the signaling process, s·uch as conve.rsion to an 

active receptor conformation or r~ceptor-mediated nucleotide exchange, is much 

slower. Still another possible explanation is that part of the pop_ulation forms R-G 

complexe~ prior to signaling events, _ eliminating the requirement for -a high 

frequency of collisions. Therefore, our second aim was to test the hypothesis 

that receptors and G-proteins form stable ·complexes prior to activation. 
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FRAP binding ·assay for membrane protein interactions in live cells 

We have dev~lqped ·a novel assay to analyze the membrane diffusion and 

binding reactions of receptors and G-proteins using· FRAP (Figure· 22). 

Constraints on protein diffusion imposed by putative binding partners have 

previously been used to inf~r information about contribution of diffusion, the 

nu~ber of binding . states, and binding constants 196
• Here we immobilized a 

fluorescently labeled µ-opioid receptor (MOR) at the surfaces of live cells using 

avidin-mediated crossliriking, and monitored inte_rmolecular binding events 

reflected by receptor-imposed constraints on the diffusion of fluorescently labeled· 

GaoA-proteins. 

Spectral discrimination and stoichiometry of f/uorophores 
. . . 

In order to measure the effects of immobilized receptors on the diffusion of 

G-prot~ins, we had to discriminate the potential binding partners with separate 

fluorophores (Figure 23). We therefore generated an ECFP-labeled MOR (C

MOR) that was identical in· design to pH-MOR, and for its potential binding 

p·artner we used a Ga.oA subunit fused to EGFP (Go-G) by embedding the 

fluorophore in the a.A-as loop (between amino acids L91 and G92) of the G

protein (Figure 7C) .. !his insertion permits functional coupling of the G-protein to 

receptors 192
, but carries the caveat of a faster uncatalyzed nucleotide exchange 

rate209
. In addition, we generated a fusion protein containing ·a single 

extracellular ECFP linked via a transmembrane domain to a single intraceffular 



Figure 22. FRAP binding assay for membrane protein interactions in live cells 

Schematic representation of a novel assay to detect membrane protein interactions. Protein A (blue) is a f/uorescently 

labeled transmembrane protein (e.g., a GPCR) that is immobilized by avidin cross/inking. Protein B (yellow) is a 

fluorescently labeled membrane-associated protein (e.g., a G-protein). · 1t A and B do not interact (A), .then the 

fluorescence intensity of B will recover afterphotobleaching normally, i.e., just as it would if no protein A were present. At 

the other extreme (CJ, if A and B are tightly bouf!d, B_ will be immobilized by virtue of this interaction, and B (yellow) 

fluorescence will not recover at all after photob/eaching. In the intermediate case (BJ, if A and B.:interact transiently, then 

there will be a dynamic equilibrium betw~en bound and unbound B, and fluorescence recovery will be slower than normat 

The extent of this slowing is an indicator of the affinity of the interaction (the ratio of kon and k0 ,,J. 
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Figure 23. Spectral discrimination and stoichiometry of fluorophores 

A Representative confocal images of ECFP and EGFP-labeled proteins using settings applied for FRAP assays, with 

·schematic representations of labeled constructs above images. Reflected emissions from 454-nm excitation were routed 

through a 458-nm/514-nm double dichroic. mirror to a prism spe_ctrophotometer with a detection range set at 465 to 478 

nm (blue channel). 1Emissions from EGFP-labeled Ga0A subunits (Go-G) were not detected in this channel: Reflected 

emissions from 488-nm excitation were routed through a 500-nm reflection short pass filter to a prism spectrophotometer 

with a detection range set at 498 to 558 nm (green channel). Emissions from ECFP-labeled µ-opioid receptors (C-MOR) 

were not detected in this channel. Fluc;,rescence from a construct consisting. of an ex~racel/ular EGFP · linked to an 

-intracellular EGFP via a single transmembrane domain (C-TM-G) was detected in both channels. B Averaged. 

normalized fluorescence emissions from C-TM-G (open circles) or C-MOR coexpressed with Go-G (closed gray circles) 

after excitation with a 454.:.nm line, routing· through a 488-nm/543-nm double dichroic mirror, and sequential detection at 

- 10-nm steps in the blue-green spectrum {470 to-550 nm range). From comparison of emissions with C-TM-G (blue:green 
I • 

= 1:1), C-MOR was estimated to be expressed at a ratio of approximately 3:1 to Go-G. 
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EGFP (C-TM-G) for use as a 1 :1 stoichiomete·r to estimate ·the relative ratios .of 

C-MOR to Go-G in our conditions. The fluorophores could be spectrally 

discriminated by sequenti~I confocal scanning with different excitation lines and 

filters for reflected -emissions (Figure 23A). From comparison of the emission 

_peaks from cotransfected C-MOR and Go-G to those of C-TM-G, we ~stimated 

that receptors and G-proteins were expressed in a ratio of approximately 2.5: 1 in 

our conditions (Figure 23B) . 

. _ Constrained G-protein diffusion by immobile receptors 

During experiments in Specific Aim 1, we had found that ~embrane

associated proteins at the cytosolic face of the membrane were unaffected by · 

avidin crosslinking (Tabl~ 6). We therefore tested whether immobilized receptors 

expressed in excess of G-proteins could constrain their diffusion (Figure 24). We 

first determined whether C-MOR could be immobilized by avidin crosslinking, 

similar to previous results. In control cells (n = 5), the mobile fraction M of C

MOR was 0.98 ± 0.07 ~nd the diffusion coefficient D was 0.31 ± 0.07 µm2/s. · In 

avidin crosslinked cells, M was reduced to 0.11 ± 0.03 and D was below the limit 

of detection (Figure 24A), similar to previous results with pH-MOR (Figure 11 ). 

H E.K 293 cells were then cotransfected with C~MOR and Go-G with or 

without the addition of unlabeled G~y .subun_its. Figure 24C depicts FRAP curves 

for Go-G with coexpressed Gf3y subunits. In contrast to C-MOR, the diffusion of 

Go-G was not decreased by avidin crosslin~ing when Go-G was expressed alone . 
\ 



Figure 24. Constrained G-protein diffusion by immobile receptors 

·· A Averaged FRAP curves for 3-µm regions of interest (RO/s) of plasma membrane (PM)-localized C-MOR fluorescence 

in HEK 293 cells expressing C-MOR, after control treatment~ (black trace, n = 5) or avidin cross/inking (red trace, n = 6). 
. . 

B Representative images of a cell· coexpressing C-MOR and Go-G after ·avidin cross/inking. Green emission channel is 

shown prior to (pre), immediately after.(0 s)~ and five minutes (5 min) after photob/eaching a 3-µm ROI (arrow) on the PM. 

A blue-channel image was taken at five minutes after photob/eaching (right) to demonstrate immobilization of C-MOR, as 

there is still a Jack of recovery of fluorescence into the ROI. C Averaged FRAP curves for Go-G f/uorescf!nce in cells 

. coexpressing unlabeled Gf3y. · The rates of recovery were similar in control (black dots, n = 1 OJ and cross/inked (red dots, 

n .= 12) cells, and in cells coexpressing mobile C-MOR (black line, n = BJ. However, recovery was slowed in cross/inked· 

cells coexpressing C-MOR (red line,. n = 13). D Summary of diffusion coefficients from experiments in which Go-G was 
. . 

expressed with or without C-MOR. Left graph r_epresents results when unlabeled Gf3y were coexpressed, as in C. Right· 

graph represents r~su/ts when unlabeled Gf3y were not coexpressed. Without expression of Gf3y, there were no 

differences between control (n = 3) and cross/inked (n = 3) cells without receptor and control (n = 5) and cross/inked (n = · 

5) cells. with receptor. Results are means± S.E.M; in the presence of coexpressed Gf3y, cross/inking in the presence of 

C-MOR is significantly different th.an all other treatments by ANOVA with post hoc comparison, p < 0.05 . 
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(Figure 24C and 24D)". In biotinylated control cells (n = 10), M for Go-G was 1.03 

± 0.03, and D was 0.47 ± 0.05. 

In crosslinked cells (n = 12), M for Go-G was 1.10 ± 0.02 and D (i.e., D, in 

the absence of receptor bi"nding, from Equation 6) was 0.39 ± 0.06 µm2/s, a value 

similar to that in biotinylated control cells. However, compared to the cros_slinked · 

controls, Go-G diffusion ~as constrained by the added presence of immobilized 

C-MOR (n = 13). In the presence of C-MOR, D (i.e., the apparent slowed Deti 

due to binding) for Go-G was 0.17 ± 0.02 µm~/s; p < 1 o-4), while the mobile 

fraction of Go-G remained unchanged (M = 0.98 ± 0.05, ANOVA p = 0.15). This 

effect required the interaction of coexpressed G~y subunits (Figure 24D). Slower 

diffusion of Go-G imposed by the immobile receptor without a ch~nge in its 

mobile fraction suggests transient, rather than stable, R-G binding reactions 196
. 

Applying Equation 6, which relates a bind in~ pseudo~equilibrium constant k* onlkoff 

to relative changes in diffusion imposed by a binding partner, the ratio of bound 

to free G~proteins at equilibrium was approximately 1: 1. Since the time ~ourse of 

fluorescence recovery in the bleached spot was dominated by diffusion rather 

than the rates of binding and unbinding, the dissociation rate constant could not 

be obtained by this method.196 However, because this information was contained 

within the rate of fluorescence recovery, R-G dissociation must have occurred on 

a time scale smalle·r than that observed for this- process·, i.e., on the order of 

seconds. 
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Constrained Go-G diffusion was not due to molecular crowding effects 

Since the mechanism by which avidin crosslinking immobilized C~MOR 
. . 

remains unclear, we asked if the observed constraint on Go-G diffusion imposed 

by immobilized C-MOR was due to nonspecific, aggregative membrane crowding 

· effects. If this were the case then other membrane-bound proteins, especially 

integral membrane proteins, should be similarly affected198
. HEK 293 cells were 

transfected with a plasmid vector encoding EGFP ~ethered to the membrane via 

prenylation of a fused carboxy-terminal sequence of k-Ras (meni-G), or with a 

plasmid vector encoding the 37-kD single-transmembrane domain protein !:inker 

for Activation of I-cells fused to EYFP (1...AT-Y). The lateral diffusicm of these 

. protein~was measured with and without cotransfection of C-.MOR (Figure 25). In 

avid in crosslinked cells (n .= 18), M for mem-G wa~ 1.08 ± 0.02 and D was 0.60 ± 

0:07 µm2/s (Figure 25A). The presence of immobilized C-MOR (n = 8) 

decreased M for mem-G slightly to 0.96 ± 0.06 (p < 0.03), but the value for D 
. . 

remained unchanged (0.46 ± 0.06; p = 0.19). I...AT-Y diffusion was similarly 

unaffected by C-MOR (Figure 258). In crosslinked cells without receptor (n = 7), 

M for L.AT-Y was 1.02 ± 0.03 and D was 0.33 ± 0_.05 µm2/s. In crosslinked cells 

cotransfected.with C-MOR (n = 6), M for I...AT-Y was 1.01 ± 0.05 (p = 0.88) and D 

was 0.30 ± 0.03 (p = 0.66). The lack of observable constraints-on the diffusion of 

mem-G and LA T-Y suggests that the constraint on Go-G diffusion imposed by 

imm9bilized C-MOR was a specific effect or R-G binding, and not due to 

nonspecific, aggregative molecular crowding effects. 



Figure 25. Constrained G-protein diffusion is not due to molecular crowding effects 

The diffusion of unrelated membrane-associated molecules was not affected by coexpression and immobilization of C-

. MOR. A Averaged FRAP curves for 3-µm regions. of interest (ROls) of plasma. membrane (PM)-localized prenylated 

EGFP (mem-G) fluorescence in avidin cross/inked HEK 293 cells (top graph). · The ·,ate of fluorescence recovery was 

similar between cel/s·without coexpressed C-MOR (black line, n =· 18) and with coexpressed C-MOR (red line, n = 8). 

Summary of diffusion coefficients (bottom left) and mobile fractions (bottom right) derived froni the above FRAP traces 
. ' 

show data for cells expressing mem-G without C-MOR in white bars, and for cells coexpressing C-MOR in gray bars. 

Results are means± S.E.M; there were no significant differences between treatments. B Averaged FRAP curves for 3-

µm RO/s of PM-localized fluorescence from -the fusion of Linker for Activation of T-cells with EYFP (LA T-Y) expressed in 

avidin cross/inked HEK 293 cells · (top graph).. The rate of fluorescence recovery was similar between cells without 

coexpressed C-MOR (black line, n = 7) and with coexpressed C-MOR (red line, n = 6). · Summary of diffusion coefficients 

(bottom left) and mo~ile fractions (bottom· right) derived from the above FRAP traces ~how data for cells expressing mem

G without C-MOR in white bars, and for cells coexpressing C-MOR in gray bars. Results are means ± S.E.M; there were 

no significant differences between treatments. 

/ 
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Receptor-Imposed diffusional constraints reflect specific intermolecular binding 
0 

In order to determine whether the R-G interaction was specific for 

productive coupling partners, we measured interactions between C-MOR and a 

· fluorescent Gaq. fusion protein (Gq-G), in which EGFP was embedded in the ac 

helix (between _amino acids.Y128~and V129) (Figure 26A). The amino-terminal 

extension. of Gaq has previou~ly been demonstrated to constrain the receptor 

coupling selectivity of these subunits210
, although potential qocking · of Gaq to 

nonproductive partners has not been studied. We also measured reciprocal 

interactions between an amino-terminally ECFP-labeled muscarinic M3 receptor 

(C-M3R) and Go-G (Figure 268). In each set of experi~ents, ·M for the G-protein 

was unchanged throughout all conditions. 

HEK 293 cells were transiently transfected with plasmid vec~ors encoding 

either Go-G or Gq-G with unlabeled Gl3y subun_its, with or without receptor 

coexpression. In cros~Hnked control celJs (n ·= 11 ), Dr for Gq-G was .0.34 ± 0.0? 

µm2/s (Figure_ ~6A). · This diffusion was constrained by a cognate receptor, as 

with coexpression ~ith a fluorescently tagged M3-mus~arinic receptor (C-M3R) (n 

· = 6), D for Gq-G was decreased to 0.15 ± 0.07 µm2/s (p < 0.05). In contrast, Gq~ 
- . 

G diffusion was not constrained by a nonproductive partner, as D for Gq-G was 
. . - . 

. . 

0.21 ± 0.05 µm2/s when coexpressed with C-MOR (n = 8). In ·the reciprocal 

experi'ment (Figure 268), D for Go-G was 0.29 ± 0.08 µm2/s in ·crosslinked 

control cells (n := 5). Diffusion was constrained by a cognate receptor, as 

coexpression with C-MOR (n = 6) reduced D to 0.12 ± 0.02 µm2/s (p = 0.07), 



Figure 26. Receptor-imposed diffusion constraints refle.ct specific intermolecular binding 

A Averaged FRAP curves _from 3-µm regions of interest (RO/s) of plasma membrane (PM)-localized Gq-G fluorescence 

in avidin cross/inked cells (top graph). The rate of recovery was similar between cells without coexpressed receptor 

(dashed line, n = 11) and those with coexpressed C-MOR (red line, n =·B), but was slowed when Gq-G was coexpressed. 

with a fluorescently tagged cognate M3 inuscarinic receptor (C-M3R) (black line, n_ = 6). Summary of diffusion coefficients · 

(D)·(bottom graph) derived from above FRAP traces. Bars represent means± S.E.M.; *ANOVA with post-hoc comparison 

, between no receptor and C-M3R is p< 0. 05. B Averaged FRAP curves from 3-µm RO ls of PM-localized Go-G in avidin 

cross/inked cells (top graph). The rate o; recovery was similar between cells without coexpressed r~ceptor (dashed_ line, n 

= 5) and those with coexpressed C-M3R (red line, n = 7), but was slowed whe'! Go-G was coexpressed with. C-MOR (red . 

line, n = 6). Summary of D values (bottom graph) derived from above. FRAP traces. Bars represent mean~ ± S.E.M. C 

Averaged FRAP curves from 3-µm RO/s of PM-Joqalized Go-G in avidin cross/inked· cells (top graph). Th~ rate of 

recovery in cells without receptor (dashed line, n = 13) was slowed by addition of _C-MOR (red line, n =. 11), but was 

parti~lly restored by addition of excess unlabeled GaoA subunit (black line, n = 11 ). Summary of D values (bottom graph) 

derived from above FRAP traces. Bars represent means± S.E.M. 
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similar to previous experiments (Figure 24). In· contrast~ diffusion was not . 

constrained by C-M3R,· as D for Go-G was 0.20 ± 0.03 µm2/s in the presence of 

this receptor (n = 7). These results suggest that receptor-imposed diffusional 

constraints are specific for productive coupling partriers .. 

In· order to further address the specifity of the C-MOR-Go-G interaction, 

we asked whether the observed · constraint on Go-G . diffusion -imposed. by 

. immobilized C-MOR could be relieved by competition from unlabeled Ga 

subunits (Figure 26C). As before, HEK 293 cells. were transiently transfected · 
. . 

with plasmid vectors encoding Go-G ahd unlabeled GJ3y subunits with or without 

receptor, and with one ·condition·. in which exqess unlabeled GaoA was also 

present. D for Go-G in crosslinked control cells (n = 13) was·0.35 ± 0.06 µm2/s, 

and was decreased by the presence of immo~ilized receptor (n :::;: 11) to 0.18 ± 

o·.03 µm2/s (p =- 0.051). This effect was mitig.ated by excess unlabeled Ga0~, · 

· which partially restored D to 0.27 ± 0.05 µm2/s ,(n = 11 ). Susceptibility to specific 

competition indicates that the constraint ·on Go-G diffusion imposed by 

immobilized C-MOR reflects specific intermolecular binding events between the 

receptor and the G-protein. 

G-Protein activation disrupts transient R-G binding 

It has been previously suggested that some R-G pairs may· remain stably · 

· associated during activation 164
•. 

167
• 

211
. · Therefore, in order to address this 

possibility, we measured the effects of agonist activation on R-G binding (Figure 
' . 



Figure 27. G-protein activation disrupts transient receptor-G-protein binding 

A Summary da}a for Go-G diffusion coefficients derived from FRAP measurements in avidin cross/inked HEK 293 cells, 

within an hour after treatment with 10 µM DAMGO, or pre-treatment for 5 minutes· With 10 µM naloxone followed by 10 µM 

DAMGO, or overnight incubation with· 500 ngldish pertussis toxin (PTX) followed by drug treatments. Bars represent 

means± S.E.M.; *ANOVA with post hoc comparison p* < 10-5
_ B Averaged normalized fluorescence emission peaks at 

1 ••• 

475.nm (blue emission, white bars) and 510nm (green e;,,ission, gray bars) from C-MOR coexpressed with Go-Gin HEK 

293 cells after excitation with a 454-nm line and routing· through· a 488-nm/543-nm double dichroic mirror. Fluorescence 

intensities and ratios were not decreased by addition of DAMGO. Bars represent means± S.l=.M. 
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27). In avid in crosslinked cells, application of DAMGO (10 µM) reversed the C

MOR-imposed diffusional constraint of Go-G over the fqllowing hour of 

recordings (Figure 27 A), reflecting ·cessation ·of transient R-G binding. D for Go

G in crosslinked control cells (n = ._14) was 0.44. ± 0.04 µm2/s, a value that was 

decr~ased to.0.21 ± 0.03 µm2/s by _the presence of immobilized C-MOR (n = 17; 

p < 10-5), but restored to 0:52 ± 0.10 µm2/s by appBcation of the agonist' DAMGO 

(n = 10). The restoration . effect was blocked .by pre-treatment of cells for five 

minutes with the opioid antagonist naloxone (10 µM) (n- = 8) or pre-treatment 

overnight with PTX (500 ng/dish) (n = 7), which functionally uncouples .receptors 

from Gv0-family proteins by ADP-ribosylation of the . Ga ca.rboxy . terminus208
• 

Surprisingly, PTX alone did not alter R-G binding (D for Go-G in the presence of 

C-MOR was 0.11 ± 0.02 µm2/s; n =. 10), suggesting that such ·interactions are· 

independent of the specific activation step that requires recognition of the· Ga. 

carboxy terminus212
.· Th!s result conflicts with previous reports that bi~ding 

between receptors (including ·µ-opioid receptor213
) and G-proteins in detergent214 

or reconstituted lipid vesicles213
• 
215 was diminished after PTX treatment. 

Expression levels of labeled receptors and G-proteins, as measured by 

. the fluorescence intensities ·of 475-nm (C-MOR) and 510-nm ·(G_o-G) peak 

emissions localized· to the membrane, were not chan_ged during ttJ.~ · hour _of 

recordings following drug applications (Figure 278). However, although 

membrane expression of receptors was not decreased, it was still unclear 

whether the observed decrease in binding was due to a failure of desensitized 
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receptors: to bind inactive heterotrimers, or to a failure of receptors· to recognize 

activated G-proteins. 

To address this question, we examined binding between the receptor and 
. . 

a Ga0A-Q205L mu~ant _(Go·*-G), · which· has impaired GTPase activity and 

therefore has a greater portion of its population in the active· state even in the 

absence of receptor-catalyzed nucl~otide exchange216
. HEK 293 cells were· 

transiently transfected with plasmi~ vectors en·coding e·ither~.Go-G or Go·-G and 

unlabeled G~y ~ubunits, with or without c:...MOR (Figure 28). In crosslinked 

control cells (n ~ 9), 0 for Go_-G was 0.35 ± 0.06 µm2/s, a value that was 

decreased to 0.17 ± 0.04 µm2/s by the presence of_ immobilized C-MOR (n = 5) (p 
. . 

< 0.05). In contrast, in crosslinked control ·cells (n = 8), D for Go*-G was 0.43 ± 

0.04 µm2/s, and this value was not decreased by the presence of immobilized C-. '- . ' ' 

MOR (n = 7) (0 = 0~35 · ± 0.09 µm2/s; p = 0.41 ). These results indicate ·that 

receptors do not recognize activated G-proteins as binding partners. 

· The Ga amino-terminus is sufficient to mediate transient R-G binding 

Because PTX-mediated ADP ribosylation of. the Ga carboxy terminus did 

not alter transient R-G binding (Figure _27 A), we asked whether the arnino

terminus of the Ga subunit (aN) alone wa~ sufficient for the interaction. We 

generated a truncated peptide representing amino acids 1 to 31. of GaoA fused to 

EGFP (aN-G). HEK 293 cells were transfected with plasmid vectors encoding 

aN-G and unlabeled G~y subunits, with or without coexpression of C-MOR. 



Figure 28. GTPase-deficient G-protein mutants have decreased receptor binding· 

A Averaged FRAP curves from 3-µm regions of interest of plasma membrane-localized wild type GaoA-EGFP (Go-G) or 

the GTPase-deficient mutant Ga0AQ205L-EGFP (Go*-G) in avidin cross/inked H~K 293 cells. The rate of fluorescence 

recovery of Go-G in control cells (red dotted line, n = 9) was slowed by coexpression of C-MOR (red line, n = 5), whereas 

the· recovery of Go*-G in control cells (b/ue_dashed line; n = 8) was not affected by coexpression of C-MOR (blue-line, n = 

7) .. B Summary of diffusion coefficients derived from FRAP curves· in A, showing cells expressing G-proteins without 

receptor in white bars and with C-MOR in gray bars. Bars represent means± S.E.M. 
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Fluorescence of CX.N-G was localized to the plasma membrane (Figure 29A), 

corroborating a previous, although anecdotal report, that a similar truncation of 

Gcx.i2 was targeted to the P~~17
. In crosslinked control_ cells (n = 10), the late~al 

diffusion of CX.N-G ·was markedly faster than that found for Go-G .(Figure 298 and 

29C). D for cx.N-G was· 0.71 ± 0.11 µm2/s, similar to the value obtained for 

prenylated EGFP (mem-G) (D. = 0.60 ± 0.07 µm2/s_). However, in ~ontrast to 

mem~G (Figure 25), diffusion of cx.N-G was constrained by the presence of 

immobilized C-:-MOR (n = 14) (p < 0.005). Here D was reduced to 0.35 ± 0.04 

µm2/s, indicating a binding interac~ion with C-rv,OR. However, in contrast to Go- · 

G, the diffusional constraint imposed on cx.N-G by immobilized C-MOR was not 

relieved by application of the agonist DAM GO (n = 4 ). · Under these conditions, D 

remained constrained at 0.31 ± 0.09 µm2/s (p < 0.005 'vs. crosslinked control). 

These results suggest that. cx.N is sufficient for R-G binding. Furthermore, 

because cx.wG lacks the nucleotide-binding domain218
, these results further· 

suggest that nucleotide exchange on the G-protein, rather than receptor 

activation, is required for decreased R-G binding during signaling events. 



Figure 29. Ga-amino terminus is sufficient for transient receptor-G-protein binding 

A -Representative confocal image of an HEK 293 cell transfected with a truncated Ga0A amino-terminus (amino acids 1 to 

31) fused to EGFP (a~G), demonstrating fluorescence localized to the· cell periphery. B Averaged FRAP curves from 3-
. . 

. . . ' . . . . 

µm regions of interest of plasma membrane-localized a~G in avidin cross/inked HEK 293 cells. The rate of fluorescence 
. - . . 

I • • • 

. . . 

recovery of a~G in control cells (bla.ck dotted line,· n = 1 OJ was slowed by coexpression of C-MOR (red line, n = 14). - This 

, con_straint on diffusion was not relieved by application of DAMGO (black line, n = 4). C Summary of diffµsion coefficients 

derived from the FRAP curves in A, showing cells-expressing G-proteins without receptor in white bars, with C-MOR in 

light gray bars, and with C-MOR after DAMGO treatment with dark graybars. Bars represent means± S.E.M.; _*ANOVA 

with post hoc comparisons p < 0. 005. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Specific Aim 1 

Characterization of a fluorescent µ-opioid receptor (pH-MOR) 

Our first specific aim was· to test the hypothesis that the sensitivity and 

. kinetics. of GPCR signal transduction are dependent upon the lateral diffusion of 

receptors and their signaling cqmp6nents. Previous FRAP studies of the · 

movements of fluorescently labeled GPCRs may have been limited by an inability . 

to discern proteins residing in the plasma membrane (PM) from those in 

subj_acent intracellular compartments219
-
221

; Therefore, in order .to. selectively 

enrich fluorescence to a membrane GPCR, we ·fused the pH-sensitive variant of 

the green fluore.scent protein (superecliptic pHluorin) 186 to the amino-terminus of 

the rat µ-opioid receptor (MOR) 187 (Figure 2). Preceding. the fluorophore we . · 

.placed a cleavable signal sequence from human .growth hormone 185 to prevent 

decreased membrane_ expression that could occur from the presence of a stably 

folded amino~terminal domain222
• 

223
. With this placeme_nt, surface receptors -

orient pHluorin to th.e neutral extracellular environment, where its emission 

. reaches peak intensity186
~ whereas receptors· in endocytic -vesicles orient the 

fluorophore to the internal compartment of ... acidified organelles, where its 

emission is rapidly quenched." 

102 
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After transfection in HEK 293 cells or cerebellar granule neurons (CGNs), 

the expressed fusion protein (pH-MOR) was trafficked to the plasma mem.brane . 

and was fun_ctional, as indicated by robust activation of GIRK channels by the 

opioid agonist DAMGO (Figure 3). However, despite the- advantage of spatial 

discrimination, measured diffusion coefficients for pH~MOR were similar to that of 

. receptors with conventional fluorophores in our studies (Table 4) and previous 

reports219
•
221

. This validated the use of an ECFP-labeled µ-opioid receptor (C

MOR) with similar design for later studies. 

Appearance of activated receptor is rate-limiting for GJRK activation 

GIRK channels open upon binding liberated G~y sut;>u~its with virtually no 

delay after G-protein activation 192
,- and thus 'the endogenous GIRK channels of 

cultured CGNs are suitable, rapid indicators -of productive receptor-G-protein (R-

. G) coupling in neurons. We transfected CGNs, whi~h lack endogenous opioid 

receptors, with various ·concentrations of plasmid DNA encoding pH-MOR 

(Figure 5). We determined· a heterologous expression level that achieved 

agonist-evoked GIRK . responses with char~cteristics (i.e., lag times and 

activation time constants) similar to those obtained from endogenous GABA8 and 

M2 -muscarinic receptors in our studies (Figure 4). and in previous reports of 

synaptic or agonist-mediated GIRK activation 193
. We found. that the ·activation 

kineti~s were significantlv increased by adding greater concentrations of DNA 

encodi'ng pH-MOR (Figure 5), suggesting that at the lower concentration_s, pH-
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MOR was expressed at a level similar to that of endogenous receptors and that, 

at that expression level, the combined events of ligand-binding and formatior, of 

an activated receptor state were probably rate-limiting for- G-protein activation. In 

other words, if in_creasing receptor expression level had no effect, then another 

component such as the G-protein concentration Of the abundance. of channels 

would be rate-limiting. This finding is congruent with several previous reports in 

which GI RK channel activation and deactivation rates correspond to receptor 

expression level. 8• 
224 However, it should be noted that it is an oversimplification 

to suggest that_ increased receptor concentration can only increase activation 

kinetics in 'a collision-coupled system, as pr~viously · argued.8 It. is equally 

possible that·_ this observation . reflects · stably associated receptor-G-protein 

complexe·s that signal in a manner rate-limited by the conformational transition to 

the active receptor state. 5• 
6 

Receptor diffusion and G IRK activation do not share temperature dependence 

One approach to determining the rate-limiting step in a complex series of 

reactions is to consider the potential energy barriers required to carry out each 

process, as the activation energy for· the rate-limiting step will have the most 

significant contribution to the overall activation energ·y.197 Therefore, in-order to 

assess the potential for receptor lateral diffusion as a rate-limiting step in GIRK 

activation, we compared the temperature dependence of pH-MOR diffusion to 

that of GIRK activation (Figure 8)._ In the absence of gel-to-liquid-crystalline 
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phase transitions, lateral diffus_ion of membrane proteins. is expected to be only 

· weakly dependent upon temperature, 225 Whereas the· ·rates -for enzymatic 

reactions and gating of ion channels usually rise exponentially with · 

temperature.38 Accordingly, the 010.for pH-MOR lateral diffusion was calculated 

to be ~1.4 (similar to previous report~ for GPCRs3
• ·

22
~· 

22
\ .while the Q10 for pH

MOR-mediated GIRK activation was c~lculated to be ~3'.6 · As the slope of the 

temperature-dependence of GIRK gating is over twice as steep, these results do 

not favor receptor diffusion as a rate-limiting step _in G-protein activation. 

· However, it cannot. be assumed a priori that binding of G~y subunits to 
. . . . . 

channels has ~he same potency for channel gating at all temperatures. The 

conductance of an open channel is rather temperature-insensitive, as it relies on 

the aqueous diffusion of ions, but. the conformational. movements involved in 

actual gating are highly temperature-sensitive.38 Encounters of G~y subunits 

with channels might increase in parall~I to receptor diffusion with the _same weak· 

temperature-~ependence, but have a. magnified effect' at higher temperatures .. 

Therefore, the question requires an alternative approach. 

Signaling is not dependent upon the frequency of receptor-G-protein collisions 

We .transfecte~ CGNs with plasmid DNA vectors encoding fluorescent 

proteins for measurement of their diffusion characteristics with FRAP. In this 

system~ the G-protein-coupled receptor pH-MOR was mobile with a diffus_ion 

coefficient D of 0.44 ± · 0.09 µm2/s (Table 4), and a G~protein heterotrimer .· 
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containing an EGFP-labeled GaoA subunit (Go-G) was also mobile, with a D of 

0.69 ± 0.13 µm2/s (Table 5). To our kn·owledge, these are the first reported 

measurements of G-protein diffusion in neurons. They are only slightly faster 

than values fr~m one previous report in which G-proteins were introduced into 

NG-108-15 cells by lipid vesicle fusion.4 

Based on our measurements, it can be inferred that the diffusion of both 

receptors and G-proteins should contribute substantially to the frequency of 

collisions in. neurons (i.e., approximately 40% and 60%, respectively), )'since thbs. 

frequency is proportional to the sum of their diffusion coefficients.9 Previously, 

some investigators have me?tsu~ed the_ effects of perturbing membrane viscosity 

· on productive receptor-G-protein coupling,10
• ·

228
• 

229 ·but this can nonspecifically 

disrupt conformational changes of t·he receptor228 and the G-protein230 in addition 

' ' 

to diffusion. Several. investigators have also tried to bypass the need for such 

collisional encounters in reconstituted systems by measuring the effects of 

tethering receptors d_irectly to their cognate G-prot~ins5
• 

6
• 

8
• 

150
• 

231
-
234

1 but this 

approach has been stifled by the finding that these tethefed ·G-proteins are still 

encountered and activated by bystander"receptors (e.g., Figur~ 21A}. 

On the other hand, immobilization of the receptor should provide a direct 

test for the role of diffusion in this system. GPCRs have previously been 

immobilized by concanavalin · A235 
. and -biotin-avidin crosslinking236

-
238 onto 

substrates for surface plasmon resonance measurements, without impairing G

protein interactions. We therefore developed a · protocol for experimentally 
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restricting the lateral mobility of pH-MOR on the surfaces of live cells, in order to· 

determine the effects of a decreased collisional_ frequency on signaling (Figure 

_9). Cells transfected. with pH-MOR were.· treated with membr~ne-impermeant, 

amine-reactive N-hydroxysuccimide (NHS)-biotin reagents, followed .by soluble. 

avidin to crosslink membrane proteins in a nonspecific and practically irreversible 

manner. As a result, pH-MOR was immobilized_ on. the surface, similar to 

paraformaldehyde-fixed cells (Figure 11 ). Molecules associated with· the 

cytosolic face of the membrane, e.g., G-protein heterotrimers and prenylated 

EGFP, were not-affected by avidin crosslinking of t~e surface (Table 6). 

In transfecte9 CGNs, there were no differences in the kinetics of pH-MOR

mediated GIRK activation between c~mtrol and crosslinked cells (Figure 15), · · 

each of which had responses similar to those <;>btained· from end_ogenous GABA8 

and M2 -muscarinic receptors in our studies (Figure 4) and in previous reports of 

synaptic or agonist-medi~ted GIRK_ a_ctivation 193
• In addition, there were no 

differences· in ·the· agonist sensitivity of. pH-MOR-mediated GIRK activation 

between control and cros·slinked cells (Figure 16), each of wh~ch had EC50 values 

si_milar to· those reported for_ locus ceruleus neurons that express endogenous 
. . 

MOR and GIRK channels204
. 

These results indicate thaf receptor-G-protein colllsions are not the rate

limiting step for signal transduction in neuro'ns, and that G-prot~ins and GIRK 

channels can be activated with kinetics sufficient for synaptic transmission even. 

when the later~I mobility of the upstream Gf:>CRs is restricted. However, several 
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explanations exist that can account for this re.suit do not require preassembled. R

G complexes. For example, Monte Carlo simulations predict that upon 

activation, immobilized receptors could deplete all of the resting G-proteins in 
. . 

their immediate vicinity, if RGS proteins we~e not present to rapidly convert active 

Ga-GTP · back to an activatable form.239 It is possible that lateral diffusion 

normally negates this benefit, as a mobile receptor would be allowed to 

continuously sample a . pristine field of G-proteins. Therefore, in the future it 

· might be of interest ~o examine the effects of receptor immobilization in the 

presence of RGS-.insensitive G-proteins, in which case the cell would not be able 

to com.pensate. · 

Receptors "swap"" G-proteins that are ,:,ot stably assembled with GIRK channels . 

A currently accepted view is that GIRK channels are maximally activated 

upo~ binding of liberated Gf3y subunits · to ·three of the four subunits of the 

tetramer191
, while a variation of this theme is that Gai10-family subunits are 

dock~d to channel tetramers to rapidly provide ~J3y subunits for specific 

sig~aling 19
• 

205
• 

206
• 

240
. If the latter were the .case, then maximal activation of a 

common pop~.lation of· channe.ls by multiple receptor types207 would require 

diffusional "swapping" of recept.or-G-protein (R-G) pairs to allow the requisite 

three pairs to interact with the channel (Figure 18A). In order to examine this 

possibility, we labeled a homomeric GIRK channel .subunit with. an extracellular 

pHluorin (pH-TM-GIRK4*) (Figure 17), and then tested the ability of pH-MOR and 
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a fluorescently labeled A1-adenosine receptor with similar design (pH-A1R) to 

activate the channel. The receptors functio~ally coupled to the channel and 

occlusively activated it even when the receptors and channel were immobilized 

. (Figure .18). 

We also generated G-protein fusions linked to pHluorin-bearing receptors 

or transmembrane . linkers (Figure 1:9), which could be immobilized by av1din 

crosslinking. ·These G-proteins were pertussis toxin (PTX)-insensitive mutants208 

that could be used to rescue . Gvo signaling after ablation of _ endogenous 

re~ponses with PTX (Figure 20). Both pH-A1R and pH-MOR could activate GIRK 

channels when all components (except G~y subunit~) were immobilized (Figure 

20). However, in contrast to the situation in which only receptors and channels 

were immobilized, the fractional additivity of responses w~s increased by 

additional immobilization of th.e G-proteins (Figure 21), indicating a decrease in 

· the sharing of signaling components between the. receptor types under these 

conditions. Together, these results fit with ·a model in which there is no required 

diffusional "swapping" of receptors with G-proteins stably associated with the 

channel, while there is "swapping" of receptor-G-protein pa_irs independent of the 

channel. That -is to say, a substantial· portion of receptors and G-proteins are 

transiently assembled prior to agonist activation and that, when G-proteins are 

limiting, constitutive "swapping" must occur between different receptor types 

( even prior .to signaling) in order for them to each maximally activate the common 

pool. 
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Specific Aim 2 

Our second specific aim was to test the hypothesis that. receptors and. G

proteins (outside of the ·rhodopsin-transducin sy.stem) form stable complexes 

prior to· activation. This. question has already received a variety of conflicting 

answers, having been addressed for riumerous rec_eptor-G-protein (R-G) pairs in 

.isolated cell membranes 1' 
10

• 
146

-
149

• 
169

-
171

• 
180

, deterg_ent extractions,11
• 

150
-
159

, 
241

-
245 

and reconstituted lipid vesicles 156
• 

158
• 

160
• 

163
• 

164
.' 

112
-
174

, 
211

, 
213

. It has also been 
. • ,I 

considered ·extensively by Linderman et al., using Monte Carlo simulations 179
·-

246
-

249. More recently, functional studies have shown that overexpression of some 

receptor typ·es appears to sequester G-proteins from endoijenous . receptors, as 

demonstrated by ~n_ability to inhibit their effector responses, 161
• 

162
• 

165
• 

166 but this 

approach cannot be applied to all systems because some of these effects can be 

attributed to a direct interaction with downstream effectors 165
. Meanwhile, 

Forster resonance energy transfer techniques to detect R-G interactions have 

allowed detailed measurem·ents of. coupling processes in live cells, but even 

these techniques have. yielded conflicting results , regarding whether R-G 

complex~s exist as .stable complexes prior to signaling 167
• 

1
_
68

• 
175

. 

FRAP binding assay for membrane protein interactions in live cells 

We have developed a novel assay to analyze the membrane diffusion and 

binding reactions of · receptors and G-proteins using · FRAP (Figure 22). 

Constraints on · protein diffusion imposed by putative binding partners have 
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previously been used to infer information about contribution· of diffusi_on, the 

number of binding· states, and bin_ding constants 196
. Here we immobilized a 

fluorescently labeled µ-opioid receptor (C'.'"MOR) at the surfaces of live cells ~sing 

avidin-mediated · crosslinking, and monitored intermolecular binding events 

reflected by receptor-imposed constraints on the diffusion of fluorescently labeled 

Ga0A-proteins (Go-G) ... In our measurements, the time course c;,f fluorescence 

recovery for bleached Go-G was dependent upon the size of the spot bleached 

(Figure 7); indicating an underlying mechanism for recovery that was dominated 

by· lateral diffusion, rather than binding events_.19
~ That is to say, at_ any location 

within the bleached spot, the binding reaction rapidly achieved a local equilibrium· 

on a time scale much · faster than that of repopulation with unbleached 
I 

flu_orophores. In such cas~s, reaction-diffusion equations reduce to a simple 

diffusion equation · but with a slower diffusion coefficient, termed effective 

diffusion (Deff). 196 
. We therefore _analyzed_ slowed diffusion (Figure 24) ·by 

applying the Dett derived from FRAP curves for Go-G. to Equation 6, which 

. yielded the pseudo-equilibrium constant (konlkott) for R-G binding. Since in this -

case the time course of fluorescence recovery was · dominated by lateral 

diffusi.on, a reliable dissociation constant could not be obtained with this method. 

Transient binding of receptors to G_-proteins· in the absence of ag<?nist 

A previous report has suggested that the µ-opioid receptor (MOR) does 

not stably· bind G-proteins in the absence :·of agonist154, in contrast to other 
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~embers_ of its subclass (e.g., K-opioid154 and _o-opioid receptor157
). In order to 

determine whether our assay could detect transient binding between this R-G 

pair, we transfected HEK 293 cells with an EGFP-labeled GaoA subunit (Go-G), 

with or without coexpression of ECFP-labeled MOR (C-MOR). Fluorescent 

emissions from the two fusion proteins could be spectrally discriminated, and by 

· comparison to a stoichiometrically defined dual-labeled protein they were 

determined to be expressed in a receptor:G-protein ratio of 2.5: 1 (Figure 23). In 

the presence of immobilized receptor, the normal diffusion coefficient D of the G

protein in crosslinked cells (Dt, in the absence of receptor binding) was reduced 

(to Dett, slowed diffusion due to receptor binding), whereas the mobile fraction 

was unchanged (Figure 24). This effect was consistent with transient, rather 

than stable, R-G . binding interactions, 196 and required the presence, of 

coexpressed G~y, indicating that it was specific ·for complete heterotrimers. 

Relating a binding pseudo-equilibrium constant k* o~lkott to the relationship 

between Dt and Dett (Equation _6),· we determined that the ratio of bound to free . . . 

G-proteins was . approximately 1: 1 '. · Since the time course -of fluorescence 

recovery was dominated by diffusion rather than binding, the time course of R-G 

dissociation was subsumed in the FRAP curve and must have occurred on a time 

sc·a1e s_maller than that observed for. this process, i.e., on the order of. seconds. 

Unrelated molecules, such as a prenylated EGFP (mem-G) or an EYFP

labeled singe-transmembrane domain protein (LA T-Y) were unaffected by the 

presence of an immobilized receptor (Figure 25), suggesting that receptor-
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imposed diffusional constrai~ts were specific to G-proteins. In -addition, these 

constraints appeared to be specific for G-proteins with which the receptors 

produc~ively couple, as the diffusion of a fluorescently labeled Gaq subunit (Gq

G) was constrained by a fluorescently labeled cognate M3-muscarinic receptor 
I 

(C-M3R) but not by C-MOR (Figure. 26A), and the diffusion of Go-G was not 

constrained by C-M3R (Figure 268). As a further demonstration of specificity, 

competition with an unlabeled GdaA subunit relieved the constraint on Go.:.G 

. diffusion imposed by immobilized C-MOR (Figure. 26C). These results suggest 

that transient binding occurred for this R".'G pair in the absence of agonist, 

perhaps with an affinity that is not detectable in solubilized membrane extracts 154
. 

G-Protein activation disrupts transient R-G .binding 

It has been previously. suggested that s_ome R-G pairs may· remain stably: 

associated during activation 164
• 

167
• 

211
. · Therefore, in order to address this· 

possibility, we measured the effects of agonist .activation on R-G binding using 

the FRAP assay. Application of the opioid agonist DAMGO reversed the 

· diffusional constraint on Go-G imposed by immobilized C-MOR, .reflecting a 

cessation· of transient binding (Figure 27 A). This effect was blocked by pre

incubation with the opioid antagonist naloxone, or with .pe~ussis toxin (PTX); 

which functionally uncouples receptors from Gi10-family proteins by ADP

ribosylation of the Ga carboxy terminus208
• Decreased R-G binding . after 

application . of the agonist probably reflects impaired receptor recognition of 
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activated G-proteins, because. the _ bir:tding interaction was also not observed 

between C~MOR and -an_ EGFP-labeled GaoA subunit with a Q205L mutation 
. . 

' . 

(Go*-G),-which has impaired GTPase _activity and therefore has· a greater portion 

of its population in the- active. state even in the ab$ehce of receptor-catalyzed 

nucleotide exchange (Figure 28)216. 

Receptor binding to the Ga amino-terminus precedes selective activation steps 

Previous reports _suggest MOR displays· some · degree of constitutive 

activity250-252 - that is normally suppr_essed by calmodulin, but unmasked by: 

chronic opioid exposure253. The opioid antagonist naloxone has been proposed 

-to act as an· inverse agonist that can b·lock this activity?50-252 Our results show 

that stabilization of the inactive receptor state with' naloxone did not prevent 

transient R-G binding, while it disrupted agonist-induced inhibition o~ R..:G binding 

(Figure 27 A). I~ this case, inactive receptors recognized potentially productive 

partners even when they were unable to activate them. Notably, n~loxone did 

not increase the stability of R-G binding, which suggests that this antagonist 

activity may be distinct from the previously reported stabilizing effect of an 

. -
inverse agonist on the binding of an inactive CB1-caf1nabinoid receptor with G-

proteins.161 

Another novel observation was that. PTX, which functionally· .uncouples 

receptors from G-proteins208, did not alter basal. R-G binding, although it 

disrupted agonist-induced inhibition of R-G binding (Figure 27 A). This result 
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conflicts with previous reports that binding between receptors '(including µ-opioid 

receptor213
) ·and G-p~oteiris in detergent214 or reconstituted lipid vesicle~213

·_ 
215 

was diminished after PTX _treatment. Again, this may be. because our ass~y 

detected R-G binding that is undetectable in solubilized membrane extracts 15
~. · 

In light of unfettered R-G binding in the presence of naloxone and PTX, it 

is probable. that these transient interactions. are independent of (i.e., prior to) 

specific activation steps that require sequential receptor recognition of the G'3y 
. .. 

· subunit144
• 1_

45 and Ga carboxy terminus212
• 

254
• · 

255
. Several authors have 

demonstrated that the. processes of R-G ·binding and productive coupling are 

mediated by separate structural determinants· in . both receptors256 and G

. proteins257
. 

Although the Ga subunit carboxy terminus .is the classical determinant of 

specificity for productive coupling212
, it has also been fo~nd that other structural 

elements, such as the extended amino-terminu~ of the Gaq subun_it, can 

constrain the- selectivity of receptor coupling.210 
. This· selection process may 

· occur at an initial binding step that is separate and distinct from a ·selective 

activation step, as removal of the amino-terminal extension imparted productive 

coupling ability to Gaile-coupled receptots210
, while certain Gai10-coupled 

receptors could bind to Gaq subunits without the ability to activate them.149 We 

observed that R-G binding occurred with antagonist-stabilized inactive receptors 

or PTX-modif!ed G-proteins (Figure 27 A), but not between mismatched Gai/0/Gaq 

signaling components (Figure 24A and 248), perhaps indicating that the transient 
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. R-G bindin.g. ,n our assay reflected an initial recognition step involving the amino

terminal domain. Acqordingly, the GaoA amino-terminal domain· (aN-G) was 

sufficient for transient binding to C-MOR (Figure 298 and 29C).. · These results fit 

with a model in which receptors. sequentially interact· with G-proteins in three 

distinguishable stages, outlined below. 

Thr~e-stage sequential fit model for· G-protein-coupled receptor signaling 

Integrating: our results with the current und~rstanding of G-protein 

signaling in the litetature, we present a model in which receptors and G-proteins 

· freely diffuse and collide at the plasma membrane182
, while their collision 

frequency does not limit the rate of their signaling. Based on structural 

determinants, coupling partners enter the activation process at the first or second· 

of three possible sequential stages. 

Stage I. Low Affinity R-G Complex: Receptor-Ga amino-terminus binding 
. - . . . 

Thmugh diffusional encounters, G-proteins may ·bind in~ctive. receptors 

with a transient, low affinity interaction involving relatively · nonspecific 

electrostatic interactions with the a.mphiphilic Ga subunit amino-terminus (aN).258 
· 

This segment imparts some· selectivity for receptor binding and/or productive · 

co~pling for Gav0 and Gaq pairs210
, and participates in a tripartite receptor-G~y· 

interface 137 which presents necessary· elements of the G~y subunit to activated 
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rec_eptors during Stage II. This complex is not dependent upon the activated 

state of the receptor, _but probably requires a resting heterotrimer since aN is 

disordered· in the GTP-bound state259
-
261

. Exceptions may occur if the R-G 

interaction is strong enough to .unilaterally impart order on aN, in which case the 

receptor might be exp.ected to maintain the R-G complex even when active 164
• 

167
• 

211 However,_ for the most part,. a large portion of resting R-G pairs are -

transiently associated and can rapidly enter Stc1ge II upon· coincident receptor . 

activation. For extremely low affinity binding, R-G pairs are continuously cycled 

and multiple receptor types are allowed to share .signaling components with the 

same advantages. In contrast, stronger Stage I complexes tend to sequester G-' 
. . . 

proteins from other potential partners. 

Stage II. Receptor-GBy Binding 

Whereas · the _ initial complexes· ar~ probably based· on relatively 

nonspecific .. electrostatic in_te~actions, recept_or activation initially involves 
. . 

conformational changes that allow s·pecific structural_. e_lements, such as tho·se 

within intracellular loops26
~-

272
, to recognize· the G~y subunit as part of a cognate 

heterotrimer138
• 

144
• 

145
; 

273
-
211

. In some cases, the activated receptor-Gl3y complex 

is a state ~ecognizable by certain ligands.276 Receptors that become activated 

while coincidentally participating in a Stage I complex are positioned well. to . 

· engage Gl3y. Likewise, constitutively active receptors continuously probe for 

Gl3y subunits of Stage I complexes, and could perhaps be stabilized in their 
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active conformations by the interaction.277 Rapid association-dissociation cycles 

during signal amplification do not necessarily need · to directly re-enter at this . 

· point, as Stage I interactions reach a rapid equilibrium on a faster time scale than 

· diffusion. 

In some s,ituations, activated receptors will . bypass low affinity. binding 

steps and enter Stage II directly through diffusional encounters. In this case 

GPCR signaling might be limi~ed by the frequency of R-G collisions, as might be 

expected for the rhodopsin-transducin system9
• 

145
• 

277
, where activated receptors 

. ·. . 

can diffu~e ~mong a· homogenous background of G~proteins Without the 

possibility of encountering a nonproductive partner. 

Stage Ill. Receptor-Ga carboxy terminus binding 

Engagement of GJ3y during the previous stage unmasks the Ga subunit. 

carboxy termi~us, allowing a high-affinity· interaction between it and specific 
' ' ' 

structural element~ of the receptor144
· 

145
: ·

212
• 

254
· 

277
, most likely in the intracellular 

loops262
-
272

. At some point between this and the latter stage, 144
• 

145
· 

254
• 

255 ca 

potential exit. is created for the bound GDP molecule, and the Ga subunit 

nucleotide-binding pocket ig emptied as the rate-limiting step in nucleotide · 

exchange. 278 Since the Ga carboxy terminus is masked by the Gf3y subunit, 

receptors probably cannot skip both of the previous activation steps leading up to 

this stage, but many receptor-mimetic lipoamines and peptides (with the 

exception of mastoparan279
) can exert their effects independently of Stage 11 Gf3y 
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engagement254
• 
280 

.. Los.s of the GDP results 1n a· high-affinity R-G complex that is 

disrupted .upon binding of a cytosolic GTP.281 RGS proteins are· probably 

standing by in the immediate vicinity to ensure that resting heterotrimers do not 

become_ depleted. 239 



V. SUMMARY 

· 1. The role of receptor lateral diffusion in G-protein signaling was studied using 

fluorescence recovery after phot~bleaching . (FRAP)· of fluorescent fusion 

proteins and whole-cell voltage-clamp techniques. 

2. Heterologous µ-opioid rec~ptors (MOR) activated endogenous GIRK 

currents in cerebellar gra_nule neurons with kinetics that resembled those of 

endogenous. receptors, . but kinetics could be increased by increasing 

receptor expression. 

3. MOR lateral diffusion and GIRK channel activation did not share the same 

· temperature dependence. 

· 4. . MOR was immobilized on the surfaces of Hve cells using a novel technique 

of biotinylation and avidin crosslinking, which did not affect cell mo.rphology 
. . -

. . . 

or the movements of membrane-associated. proteins at the cytosolic face. 

5. · Immobilization of MOR did not affect the sensitivity or kinetics of GIRK 

channel activation . 

. 6. Fluorescent GIRK.channel fusion proteins were immobilized on the surfaces 

of HEK_ 293 cells and were ~ctivated by multiple ·populations_ of immobilized 

receptors with occlusive. responses, and by multiple populations of 

immobilized receptors and G-proteins with additive responses. 

120 
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7. A· novel assay· was developed for studying membrane protein interactions · 

using FRAP. 

8. Immobilization . of MOR using biotinylation and · avidin . crosslinking 

· constrained the apparent mobility · of freely diffusing Gai10-family proteins, 

indicating·_measurable binding reactions be~een.thetwo protein types. 

9. Receptor immobilization had no· effect on the diffusion ·of unrelated 

membrane proteins or G-proteins of noncognate families (i.e., Gaq). 

10. Transient binding reactions determined by diffusional constraints on G

proteins imposed by immobilized MOR were highly specific, as determined 

by competition with unlabeled binding partners. 

11. MOR-G-protein · binding was disrupted by G-protein activation by a receptor 

agonist .[an effect that was blocked by re_ceptor antagonist or pertussis toxin 

(PTX)], or GTPase-defiGient G-protein ·mutants. 

12. · Receptor antagonists or PTX dig not block basal MOR-G-protein bin·d.ing. _. 

13. · The G-protei·n amino-terminus was sufficient for receptor binding. 
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Conclusion 

1. The frequency of collisions between receptors and G-proteins does not limit .. · 

th_e rate of signaling in neurons. 

2 .. ·Receptors· "swap" ~-proteins that are not stably associated with GIRK · 

channels. 

3. There exists a pre-signaling binding-dissociation equilibrium between 

receptors and G-proteiris that is altered upon activation. 
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